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- 49er fever

PHILIP PRIDMORE BROWN/THE LUMBERJACK

teve Young, quarterback for the NFL's San Francisco 49ers, was the
featured guest at the HSU Athletic Department's annual auction. The
“juction netted a record $91,000 for HSU athletic programs. Young said he
was glad to be back on the North Coast, because HSU asked him to speak at an
auction three years ago when he was “only a backup quarterback.” Page 27.
Records fall
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Three fleet-footed women § | Intense lobbying by HSU
students helped get a
break records at Chico.
CSU trustee reform bill
NCAC track finals are in
onto the floor of The
Redwood Bowl this

weekend. Page 27,

Legislature. Page 4.
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CAMPUS

@ Mock disaster rattles Siemens Hall and knocks some sense into

participants.
Page 6.

@ Cultural center leaves faculty wondering where to go. Page 7.

9

COMMUNITY
@ City council proposes new utility tax to fix up Arcata's budget.
Page 16.

19

(SCIENCE

Thanks to the wet weather, mold isn't the only thing growing in

Humboldt County. Page 19.

23

CURRENTS
lm Representing more than 20 religous beliefs, the Interfaith

Gospel Choir brings its message of unity to Van Duzer. Page 23.

™@ From Chopin to Pink Floyd, John Lukas’ music is ahead of its
time. Page 24.
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HSU runner breaks schoo! record for 100-meter dash. Page 27.
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1B Free market — good. Central planning — bad, bad, bad! The
Lumberjack asks If there are intelligent lifeforms in Washington.
Page 31.
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In the April 28 issue It was reported that A.S. election Commissioner Derek Gamlyn was unsure If a violation of the A.S. election
code had occurred. in fact, Gamlyn stated at the April 19 AS.
council meeting that A.S. and the Campus Recycling Program
violat
the ed
code.
In the same issue, Naomi Silvertree was incorrectly identified as
Mary Gruber. Silvertree demonstrated Chinese stick art at the April
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Festival lures colorful crowd
@ The weekend event
was organized to “get

cn

By Andrew Hessel
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A “Rainbow Celebration” brought
music, dancing, balloons, food and
pifiatas to the Quad Saturday.
The celebration lasted from 11 a.m. to4
p.m. It was hosted by Altruistic Students
Helping
and Empowering Society, in conjunction with
HSU Clubs and Organizations. A.S.H.E.S. is sponsored by HSU’s
social work department.
Asteady crowd reached approximately
50 people at its peak.
'
“The purpose
of this
is to
le to
come snot er and just ned fan, said
Barbara Childers, faculty adviser to
A.S.H.E.S.
troupe did
Although the Aztec Dancers
not appear as billed, there was plenty of
music and dancing. Local band Two
Trains Running was followed by harpist

By Liz Neely

More money is e
to be
available next year through financial aid programs, but students already receiving aid may find themselves with more — or less — aid
even though their financial situation has remained the same.
The CSU Board of Trustees voted
unanimously last month to piace a
“stronger emphasis on financial
aid” over the next three years in
conjunction with the proposed annual fee increase of $480.
In a telephone interview from

Sacramento, Colleen Bentley-Adler,

brought to a rousing finish by the HSU
Folk Dance Club.
Skewers of chicken, vegetables and fruit
were prepared by A.S.H.E.S. member Vir-

a spokeswoman for the CSU Board
of Trustees, estimated that approximately $130 million to $150 million
will be generated.
Of that amount, $50 million will
go to financial aid programs and
about $6 million will be used to
inform students of financial aid
possibilities.
Jack Altman, assistant director of
financial aid at HSU, said the financial aid office is using this year’s
figures to determine how much aid
to award next year. The exact
amount of aid available will not be
known until the budget is decided
in july. Altman said.
In the past two years financial aid
funding has increased approxi-

ginia Coleman, a social work senior. The

shishkabobs were accompanied with
spicy peanut sauce, coconut and vanilla
yogurt.

Children took turns swinging a piece

of wood at several pifiatas shaped like
animalsand musical instruments. As soon
as one of the colorful paper decorations
was brought down youngsters swarmed
over the candy which spilled from it.
The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student

Association set up a table stocked with
books, buttons and a make-your-ownbutton machine.
Community
group Centro de
Informacion Bilingue Y Cultural, which
helped fund the event and invited

informa-

See Festival, page 4

may not help

[UMBERJACK STAFF

Jose Gutierrez and the afternoon was

tion on upcoming events with a Latin
American motif.
Also available was the premiere issue

Increased aid
® Although HSU may
receive about $16
million in aid, some
students could get
less then expected.

people to come together.”

Gutierrez, had a table featuring

3
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Siprut and Vaisala Manaloor on tupan drums, and Kevin St. Laurenton
bagpipe. Manaloor, natural resources graduate student, sald, “My true
playing a drum.” St. Laurent, history sophomore, was the only other
student to play in the band Saturday. Dozens of children helped break open
candy-filled pifiatas in the shape of animals and musical instruments.

mately $1 million

year. If the

trend continues HSU

can expect to

receive approximately $16 million
next year, Altman said.

This year Stafford loans were the

meee aid
illion of

, Teceiving $5.5
the financial aid budget.

Federally funded Pell Grants re-

ceived $4.4 million, and State University Grants received $2.3 million. Cal Grant funding for A and B
collectively was about $700,000,
Altman said.
“Loans are always (our) biggest
program,” Altman said. “The
bottom line is students can always get

some kind of loan.”
Unlike loans, grants are limited

to students who fit the eligibility
definitions. When the definitions
of the grants change, a student’s
eligibility will change, Altman said.
Next year students expecting

a

Pell or SUG might receive a different amount of money, even though
their financial situation has remained the same.
Eligibility requirements
Last month the Board of Trustees

changed the state-funded SUG eli-

gibility requirements so next year
~ students who qualify for a SUG
will be separated into two catego-

See Aid, page 5
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Rally supports trustee reform bill
State Students Association representative, organized agroup
of HSU students that contacted
urencos
committee membtoer
bill.
the
of
age their sup’

By David Courtiand

Students gathered in the art

quad Thursday for a rally to

§

Rice said

rt for effortsto
en
reform the CSU Board of Trust-

ees.
“They aren’t seeing our point
of view, and that’s why we're
trying to get people involved,”
said Jennifer Rice, the newly
elected Associated

Students

natural resources and science
tative.

.

forts set an example of what
could be accomplished by students.
“Students have been win-

ningin Sacramento,and if you
put some effort into some of
these fights, we can keep winning,” Rice said.

—

f

“Student voices have suc-

.

e 12:30 p.m. rally was announced Thursday morning by
onsidewalksand
chalk
competed for attention with an

FR.

The rally was inspired by the
successful lobbying efforts of
ent Janewly elected A.S.
trick to get a reform
son
bill cleared by the Assembly
er Education Committee.
e bill was introducedto the
Assembly March 5 by Hilda
Solis, D-La Puente.
The committee a
ved the
allows six
bill April 27, which
the
entities — the tae
of the
ly, the
TrctatesGecnietasestiindes,
the California State Student Association, the CSU Academic
Senate and the Alumni Association — each the power to apint three people to the CSU
of Trustees.

§

arts and crafts fair in the Quad.

Kirkpatrick's ef-

ceeded in convincing people

eed
rtne
gesatha
chane
that ther
to be made,” said Rice. “(HSU)

students made it happen.”
Rice condemned the Board
of Trustees for being unrespon-

to the concernsof students
sive

and for only serving Gov. Pete

Wilson’s interests.
thére are al“That's
ternatives,” Rice said. “But the
Board of Trustees doesn’t see

any alternatives, they're only
a rubber stamp.”

Riceattributed Wilson’s suc-

cess at getting fee increases

Dan Close, a natural resources special major senior, spoke at

Thursday's rally in opposition to fee increases.
This would increase the num-

ber of appointed board mem-

bers from 16 to 18 and cut the
numberof ex officio board members from five to four.

The bill now goes to the Assembly to be votedon and, if
passed,
it will then go to the state
Senate for a vote.
Kirkpatrick, HSU's California

to a lack of student vis-

ibility among legislators.

“We need to tell them that

we're angry and we're not going to tolerate this anymore,”

Rice said.
“If the students aren’t will-

ing to get involved, who is?”
she said.

Humboldt

Festival
© Continued from page 3
of an independent bilingual
paper, Voces De La Raza, put
one

members
of CIBYC and

Adolfo

Chaidez

business

administration and Spanish
homore, a liaison between
CIBYC and MEChA, said the

event wasonebridgebetween
campus and community.
Dan Saveliff, Activities Coordinating Board member,
said Gutierrez’s performance
was an example of how camus events benefit from
CIBYC’s ability to draw performers to the community.
Gutierrez was born in
Veracruz, Mexico. For the past
19 years the oft-touring musician/teacher/instrument
maker has made his home in
Los Angeles. He played a traditional Mexican harp which
he’d made.
Gutierrez comes

from a

family of musicians. “My father and mother played the
baile (dance music),” he said.
His father also made the
jarana,
a one-piece guitar with

eight strings, and the fourstringed requinto jarocho.
Saveliff said this and other
events are intended “to increase
1 awareness of
cultural diversity issues on
campus.”
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Student loan bill may offer
additional financial aid
@ CAL-Loans will ensure “a college
education is available to all who want it.”
By Liz Neely

a

it,” Brown stated in a news release.
CAL-Loans would allow stu-

RJACK

Middle-income students may

dents to

lement their finan-

have access to additional finan-

cial aid wi

ee
eee
er aes
m if it is a
ved by Gov.
te Wilson. sii
f
State Treasurer Kathleen

market conditions but is ex-

cial aid next year through the

Brown, Senator Patrick Johnston
(D-Stockton),

Assemblyman

Terry Friedman (D-Encino),and
other education officials reintroduced the student loan bill in
March.

The bill was vetoed last year
by Wilson after passing in the
Legislature with two dissenting

votes.
“CAL-Loans is about-access,

affordability and about making
sure that a college education is
available to all who want it —

not just to those who can afford

-rate loans. The

interest rate would depend on

pected to be 8 percent to 8.5 per-

cent, according toa news release
from the
California
Treasurer’s Office.

State

If the program is approved an
undergraduate student will be
able to borrow $15,000 annually
and a

graduate student will be

able to borrow $25,000 annually.
Students will be allowed to
borrow the maximum

amount

of the loan minus their existing
aid, or whichever is less.
financial

© Continued from page 3

date for the bill to be heard.
Jennifer Openshaw, a spokeswoman for the treasurer's office,
two dissentsaid Brownex
ing votes
in the
Legislature again.
Wilson signs the bill Brown
expects the program to start in
the fall.
If approved, the CAL-Loan
Program willbe funded through
an initial tax-exempt bond issue
sold by the California Student
Loan Authority. The amount of
the bond sale will be based on
demand, but could reach $75
million in size, according to the
release.
There will be a $40 - $50 nonrefundable application fee and 4
percent of the loan will be subtracted from the loan amount at

the time of origination.
“ThroughCAL-Loans, parents
and their sons and daughters

The. CAL-Loans bill was
=
April 14 by the Senate

will have the financial choice to
go to the college best suited for

gher
Education Committee61,but the Senate Appropriations
Committee has not assigned a

the cheapest,” Johnston

them, notjust to the school that’s
stated

in the release.

and transfer students, who will have
ries. ang
priority over how much money is awarded, in one category
and continuing students in the other, said Steve McCarthy, a
spokesman for the Board of Trustees.
Students in the first ee will be eligible for 100 percent
of the highest grant available. Continuing students will have
mily contribution.
their eligibility determined by ph

federally funded Pell Grants
Altman said the changes to the
more the student earned
The
will affectindependent students.
this year the less they will receive next year, he said.

Cal Grants A,B,C
The collective funding for Cal Grants A, Band C was $163.5
million this year, according to Dana Callihan, a spokesperson

for the California Student Aid Commission.

In a telephone interview from Sacramento, Callihan said
CSAC is hoping it will not see the same cuts it saw last year.
Apprasiaaiey $25.6 million was cut from Cal Grants after the
budget was signed in August.
“With a deficit of $8 million and up it is difficult to find new
sources of money,” Callihan said.
California legislators and education officials have suggested
changing eligibility requirements for Cal Grants A and B. The
changes will be made in 1994-95 if approved, but could
include:
¢Eliminating Cal Grant A and redirecting the funds to Cal
Grant B.
@Reducing family income ceilings.
eRaising minimum GPA requirements.

°Priority to students based on financial need over merit.
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McKinleyville’s Newest’s 7 Days A

@ Arcata fire chief warns, in the event of
a real emergency, firefighters might not
be able to reach HSU immediately.
By David Link

Resident Manager On Premises ¢ insurance Available

doors,
out ofing
Peoplestumbl
trucks,
ng
Fire
di
and burned.
blee

1725 SUTTER ROAD — McKINLEYVILLE

victims laying
the scene. Inj
on the cement, writhing in pain.
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ambulances and

police racingto

This was the scene in front of

Siemens Hall and the Student
Health Center Thursday, but it
was not a disaster. It was an

exercisein earthquake prepared-

ness.

Mon.-Sat. 10a.m.-5p.m.

822-6838
Sunny Brae Center

Arcata
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llarvest

tor of residential

expressed shock and concern at

life; Jim

director of pubacting us,
Hulseb

lic safety; the Arcata Fire Deent; Mad

River Hospital

and Ambulance; UPD; Humboldt County Office of Emer-

ncy Services; and the Student

ealth Center.

Capaccio said there were three
s of the exercise.
The first goal is teaching “what
to know and do during an emergency; secondly, toallow people
who are in the building to know
where to go and lastly, how we
might respond to victims
(trapped) in the building.”
He said the purpose of the exercise was “to make people
aware that emergency care may
notbeavai
for 24lab
to 72 le
hours.
People have to be able to stand

A

A

ata

cise was done so teams cari be
s
put together in building
to make

2

Ve Ars Rica >
ae ae

a

Tes

be dead or injured.”
Thesimulation looked very realistic, so much so that passersby

seeing the bloody, burned
people.
“I walked by and saw all this
blood and thought, ‘Oh my
God,’"said one woman.

Some of the people made to
look like victims were theater
arts students, and others were
members of the Emergenc
HSU.
Medical Technician classat
The makeup was donated by
Richard Woods, the theater arts
technical director.
“It was just kind of fun. I was

in the morgue, but they took off
my tag,” said Justin Crow, a

Eureka High School studentand
a member of the EMT class.
Crow hada very realistic-looking bloody pencil sticking out of
his neck, and was one of five
victims who “died.”
The exercise started at 10 a.m.
witha loud rumbling —thekind
of noise usually heard during

an

an

from Siemens Hall, provided by
a theater arts department sound

setup.
Faculty and staff were asked
to stay under their desks for
abouta minuteand then to gather
with their pre-arranged groups

outside for a head count.
Ambulances and fire trucks
were called to the scene and

medical
mnel started coming out of the Student Health
Center to treat the “victims” being led from the building.
tudents posing as trapped,
injured victims screamed for
help from the windows of Siemens Hall, and firefighters entered the building to execute a
search-and-rescue.
After the exercise many of the
cipants said the main probem was the lack of communication between all the groups on
the scene.

Arcata Fire Chief Ordell
Murphy was one of those who
thought communication was a

problem.
“It was not obvious who was
in charge” at the command post
that was set up, Murphy said.
“If we had an earthquake,
somethinga little larger than we
experienced a year ago, when
we watched

the Arcata Hotel

really shake and rock; if it were
just a little bit worse than that

and we had major building collapses downtown, you may not
see any firefighters up here,”
Murphy said after the exercise.
Capaccio said the exercise was
a success, but “no matter what

wetry (to)doina simulation, we
never come close to what it’s
really going to be like” in an

actual earthquake.

oT
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Golden

responsible for overall planning,” Capaccio said, “but the
other members have to be aware
that (the coordinator) may not

beable to help— (he or she) may

on their own.”
Capaccio also said the exer-

Dead Week
Study Hall

on the size of the- building,”
. Capaccio said.
“The building coordinator is

The Survival Actions For
Emergencies exercise was put

on with the cooperation of people
including John Capaccio, direc-

SCREENPRINTING

sure everyone is accounted for,
so people can help the injured
and to coorout of the building,
for the
forts
meer
dinate
le left inside.
Pe Phere are from five to six and
up to 25 in a group, depending

large earthquakes — emittin

ARES Y |]os
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Mock disaster prepares
for possible earthquakes
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to prepare students to work in,

cultural world.”

Academic Senate and philosophy associate professor, said,
“The Academic Senate is in favor of the establishment of a
cultural center on campus. The
problem has been with the lack
with principle
of on
in House 55.
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imal
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gives lecture
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55 but faculty members,
House
whose offices are in House 55,

“I continue to believe it is our
responsibility as an institution

next fall in
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ngconcernsabout
many ex
the effects to the quality ofeducation and union contracts.
A research group willnowbe
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t we have before us ivy
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§ The Academic Senate is now
trying to find adequate space to
accommodate the faculty.
_—The idea for a cultural center
event
at aner
came up last Octob
called “Our Time Has Come,”
where members from the Black
Student Union, the Asian Student Union, the Gay,y Lesbian
the

Association,

Bisexual

and

}
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Wildlife students win
top spot in Quiz Bowl
Johnson is a junior; the others

By Andrew Heasel

are seniors. Team members are

chacted be oer pate

HSU wildlife students earned
at the
kudos for their
Western Wildlife Conclave at
in Fort
do
University
State ra
Colo
Collins.
The four-day conclave, sponsored by the Wildlife Society and
held at
by studenists,
0
year.
each
a different school
It brings together students
from 13 universities for presentations of students’ technical
rs, speakers, workshops,
Fe trips, social events and a

testofknowledgecalledtheQuiz
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punknown
ul ed Sunday
night b
culprits at the
residence halls, including
Alder and Cypress.

part of the support staff for the
and preparation of the
trai
team,”

@ University police
made contact with a Santa
Cruzman
who telephoned
a “death threat” to his exrifriend, a Fern Hall resi-

Botzler said.

Botzler took over the coachsorey
ing duties after ProfesStanl
year.
last
d
Harris retire

ent.

Harris had been coach since

@ Feminine napkin dis-

1965.

pensers were vandalized

“He's the one who made the

program

successful,”

and

said

robbed

Friday

from

semester.
participant earns one

@ A bike seat, valued at
$30, was stolen Friday off

Sorel, at te beginning oftech | 27

P

“We havealmostalwaysbeen
in the top three (Quiz Bowl

the team.
“It’s been said that we pod
ably have the best overall peren _ the past 30 years,”

Botzler said.

" ThebigwinnerswereTinaVan
Blankenstein, Rick Enderlein,
Spencer Holmes, Paul Johnson,
Gaea

tara

niors Amy Maehler, Melanie
Mattax, Lisa Murphy and
Patrick Woodard also attended
the conclave.
“They were a very important

the first floor restroom in
r
building,
ate
the TheArts
filed
a report g
accotordin
by Plant Operations.

Richard Botzler, who coached

Sri

bi:

This year
away with
Quiz Bowl
even beating

Menges and se-

_Botzler, who assisted Harris for
HSU’s team walked
the top spot in the _ five years.
viaee
The team rn
in,
by a large
held in
is
which
on,
competiti
a team of profes-

teams),” said wildlife Professor

P

NE”

hot

protect endangered
wildlife and
threatened
wildlands.
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WILDLANDS STUDIES:
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Me.
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o
cisc
University
San FranState
Extended Education

.

Bowl.

0
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(] ME

Junior Tina

Reid and

Robert Schrag.

spring
_ Each

from

unit of academic credit.

a Trek 830 Antelope

about five weeks in which to
review and practice in a “Quiz
Bowlatmosphere,” Botzler said.
Le said = conclave = valu-

parking lot.

educational experience but also
as a chance to make contacts
which can eventually lead to

pr acder tree. Atri
versity property officer.

the Harry Griffith Hall

= This year the students had

@ A Reichert microscope
from the Marine Lab was

ssing

able to students not only as an

-By Peter Finegan
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Save Even More!
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County board votes against Stark Bill |
@ Although the legislation has gained
widespread support from

would no longer be tax deductible under Stark’s plan and some
second-growth

environmentalists, the supervisors voted

against the bill they said would take land
from small landowners.
TUMBERJACKSTAFF—~—

mitted to the first session of the
103rd Congress March 18.

In a unanimous decision,
the Humboldt County Board
of Supervisors voted against
legislation that would stop the
mining of old-growth redwood.
A House resolution sponsored ar. Fortney “Pete”
Stark,
D-Hayward, was sub-

cent excise tax on timber harvested from old-growth redwood forests.
Stark defines old-growth forests as any redwood-forested
land with 10 percent or more of
the trees 150 years old or older.
Expenses incurred while harvesting old-growth redwood

By Roger Kane

The bill would levy a 75 st

redwood

The 75 percent tax would apply
to redwood harvests if the
proceeds from those harvests
are used to make payments on
public debts.

har-

vests would also be taxed.
percent tax would apThe 75
redwood harvests if the
ply to
proceeds from those harvests are
used to make principal or interest payments on any public
debts, or if the timber is directly

or indirectly used as security for
public debts, the bill states.
The bill was introduced to the
board by 5th District Supervisor
Anna Sparks April 28.
Sparks’ assessment that if the
bill wasenacted intolaw it would
result in a “taking of land” from

small landowners is “way off
the mark,” according to Kurt

_ Newman, a spokesman the En-

(a

IN

SEIS

vironmental Protection and Information Center in Garberville.
“She’sjust shooting her mouth
off again,” he said.
Newman said the bill is tar-

geted to impact the big timber
companies such as the Pacific
Lumber Co. in Scotia, not small

OTD

ELI

AEA ALLA

LT OA

landowners.
The board’s vote came as

“no

surprise”

Plumart,

Stark’s

Perry

to

aide

in

Washington.

Plumart said the supervi-

sors’ vote would “have no
effect on our end.”

Blue Lake family urges
police to search for son
@ Blue Lake police deny

lice officer say that ‘a Huntzinger is not
worth one red cent.’ ”
She believes Curtis was sexually molested by a Blue Lake man and then unwillingly forced to take part in a deadly
Satanic ritual.

the search has been
dropped because of
discrimination.

Police respond

By Dioscoro R.Recio

TUMBERJACK STAFF

Nancy Huntzinger clutched a stuffed
animal in memory of her son’s disappearance as 50 concerned citizens and
relatives gathered yesterday at the Blue
Lake City Hall to pressure authorities to
pursue the search for her son.
“It really bothers me a lot to have to go
to such extremes to try and get help to
find my son,” Huntzinger’s mother said.
“I'm hoping through the media and public concern that we can shake somebody

P tthe time of his 1990

ance, Curtis
disa
Hunteing er was an

Arcata High School

Huntzinger, a Wyott

“

Blue Lake Police Chief Kenneth
originally
McKinney said the case was
filed as a runaway juvenile case by the
Humboldt County Sherriff’s Department.
“T've heard all the allegations, but there
is still no evidence,” McKinney said. “I
support the family’s right to do someng.

MeKinney said he negates the discrimi-

nation accusations because he is Indian

himself and his full-time officer, Larry

Vance, has twohalf- Indian sons.
Blue Lake hires two full-time officers

and five reserves to pa-

Curtis is

trol a population of
1,400.
“It's a of need to

they

but I interview people

Indian, that's

why

tt

Everman department,

and doasmuch asIcan,

and Yurok Indian, was

don‘t

>
ce
out an
famnger
tintzi
_ The

PuU

ff's notdeparbesheri
Mane
mens sone

Uke Police’ fase

case.

rotethis is a child we're

reported missing with-

ment of incompetence

ONrsuS WONtheT TO

CINDY

HUNTZINGER

and discrimination in

what it

perceives to be

Curtis’ sister

talking about,”

Cindy

Huntzinger said.

It’s

not just Curtis, it's the

ee ak —if
wt
a lack of police follow- eS
one child can disappear,
.
;
then who's next?”
=
Blue Lake Mayor Gloria Thompson sai
Community speculates
slated for Tuesday
is er
ng
case
the Huntzi
Nancy Huntzinger said the demonagenda. McKinney
il
stration formed because of speculation night's city counc
aerate of the family plan to
that surfaced two months ago that two and

local ee

ee

ean

“Curtis is8 Indian that’s why y they they don’t
want to pursue the case,“said Cindy
Huntzinger, Curtis’ sister. “Iheardapo-

a Ofcourse lamaware of the Huntzinger

case,”’ Thompson Peon &said at last week’scity
council meeting. “As a community we
are deeply concerned.

MARYLYN

PAIK-NICELY/THE

aE

7-WhYa

weney Huntzinger , center, carries a poster with information about her son,

Curtis, who has been missing since May 19, 1990. He was 14 years old. Curtis’

and family friend, Erin Hogan, right, were strong voices at
City Hall yesterday
the missing teen-ager at the Blue Lake

sister, Georgia, left,

the rally held for
afternoon.

The

L-P forester opposes
ecosystem management

Bring in your Paul

Save $1 on each

Launi cited “dope-grower

parcels

controversial views on forest growth °
and says “clearcutting has its place.”

Ecosystem managementis
a “bunch of baloney,” ac-

esters.
“There is no shortage of any-

cording to Louisiana-Pacific
forester Stephen Launi.
“It’s a half-baked theory

yuppie

_—ests.

[UMBERIACK STAFFS

By Roger Kane

and

ranchettes” as the biggest
threats to the redwood
for-

one area that is clearcut into another area. They move with the

it

)

|

a i

@ A local forester expresses

cyclical movements of of the forthing — nothing is at risk,” he
said.

“I’m not talking individual

“California law protects
the land by requiring replanting and by enforcing
cut rates,” he said. “Harvest practices depend on
business interests and species in the forests. There are
a lot of different ways to
manage a forest. It all de-

people use to get grants.

People who never do anything real,” he said.

Launi said this new for-
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Billi

GRAHAM

PRESEN

estry approach to ecosystem

management “will actually

wipe out the forests as we

know them.”

He bases his argument on
15 years of observation and
experience as a forester.
He said forcing forests to
grow trees of different ages

“California law protects

the land by requiring
replanting and by

if

[&

enforcing cut rates.”
STEPHEN LAUNI
Louisiana-Pacific forester

Ee

is unnatural and hinders forest growth.

“Forest ecosystems are
based oncatastrophicevents
like fire and drought. Fire

regenerates forests,” he said.
Comparable to the effects
fires have on a forest ecosys-

tems is the effect clearcutting
has on them.
“Clearcutting has its
place,” Launi said.
Clearcutt
allows ing
forests
to regenerate themselves
naturally and it does not
eliminate species from areas,
they (species) are displaced,

Launi pointed out.
He said species move from

animals. I’m talking about the

pends on what fits the company and the climate.”

tire species.
“The species present in a forest (after harvest) arerepresentational of the age ofaforest,”he

Launi said “focused research” is bad science when

it comes to depending on it
. todetermine the state of for-

Forests progress through suc-

Good indicators are “the

population dynamics of an en-

said.

ests.

cessional stages which is why _ healthand vigor of the trees,
Launi

says

he

advocates

clearcutting. Itallowsforeststhe

the depth of organic mate-

rial in the soil and soil tem-

opportunity to grow in natural _ perature,” he said.
Those guilty of practicing
stages with all of its species of

similar age.
The biggest threat to North
Coast forests isn’t clearcutting.

bad science look only at
one thing and then make
assumptions, Launi said.

fexican
Food
ere or to go
Cinco de Mayo!
Buy a full order of nachos for the

price of a half order.

$3.99 Lunch

Special

IES Sargsote arin
WASP
appy Hour 3-5 Daily
ap beer specia
On Tap:
Sierra Nevada, Anchor Foghorn, Steelhead Stout,
Mcnally's Extra and Wheat Hook Ale.

854 9th Street, Arcata * 822-3441
(under the blue awning between H & I St.)

Finding’ The Most
Advance d Mountain Bike
<

Isn't An
ATS
ZAIN

UPhill

Bette’

Reach new beights with Specialized's StumpJumper®
RockHopper,* and HardRock® bikes. Lightweight

yet rugged frames and advanced components give you a comfort.
able ride in the roughest places. So beat a path to our dvor today.

SPETIALIZED,

¢ 408 F Street, Eureka i
Pdi
Open Sundays!
¢ 10th & F Sts, Arcata 822-4673

These reproductions
of 10 paintings by
Nagel, above far left,
were bullt into a chain
kite by Randy Tom,
ownerof Hyperkitesin
San Diego. “Crazy”
Rodriguez, above left,
founder
and president
of Northern California
Kite Club, monitors a
30-foot wide wind
sock. A tweive-and-ahalf story tall flying
ring, a design similar
to a wind sock, will be
flown in four to five
weeks in Tracy, Calif.
by Concord hobbyist
Bob Anderson. The
world
size-record
breaking kite requires

more than one tractor
to anchor It in winds
stronger than 18 miles

The Redwood Coast Kite Festival, held last
weekend at Samoa Beach, attracted nearly
10,000 people. Members of the Bay Area
Sundowners,
Ray Wong, near left, Barry Nash,

Ken Ostertund, far left, and Gordon Osteriund,
took third place for flying train kites as last
year’s American Kite Association Grand
Nationals in Lubbock, Texas. Eureka resident
issac Trotts, left, sold custom air brushed Tshirts at the kite festival. Maria Tyson, right, a
Fortuna third grader, found Sunday’s
moderate
winds ideal for kite flying.

Photos by Robert Scheer
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marchers in Washington
@ Humboldt County
residents among an
estimated 300,000

gay-rights marchers.

By Gini Berquist
s

County participated in the 1993
March on Washington for Lesbian, Gay and Bi Equal Rights
April 25.

left in

Bernstein, far right, travelled to Washington to participate in
County residents.
the gay rights march with agroup of Humboldt

es¥

gaigie
wos’oO” Medical Group

& Counselling

¢ Family Planning
¢ Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine
fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
785 18th Street
“JUST OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE”
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm
822-2481

a

Happy

on the plaza,
Arcata

MTR SS p.m.
Friday 4-8 p.m.
PASS

p

Bud & Henry’s

Anchor Steam
Steelhead

Kamakaze

Peppermint Schnapps $1.25 a shot!

SNS
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.

senior at HSU.

nizations.

residents once in Washington.
Group members were also
THE 1993 MARCH ON WASHINGTON
joined by Carrie

Hamburg,

Rep.

Dan Hamburg’s

wife, who saw
the “Humboldt
Homo” sign and
marched in support

with

the

group the rest of

y

a

co

%

a

$

TTT

$

%
2

the afternoon.
There
were

tworallies being held atthe same
time as the march, so marchers

came to the event, participants

“Jesse Jackson said, ‘You are

“Whenever there’s a march,

They
tended

ata

candlelight
vigil at the
Holocaust
Museum,
a
ceremony to
honor gay and
lesbian Holocaust victims.
They also
participated in

%

the purple in my rainbow,’”
Bernstein said.
The march was an extremely
positive event, but it did have
one bad aspect.

believe the count to be much

Harrington, there were more
than 300 events, many of which

from Florida, Georgia and Ohio

could only hear what various
speakers were saying.

While the Federal Park Service estimates 300,000 people

event that occurred that weekend. The events ran from Tuesday, April 20 through the following Tuesday.
According to Bernstein and

The entire group from
Humboldt County participated
in two other events aside from
the march Sunday.

High participation

“I marched with 350,000
people for the AIDS vigil last
year and this was nothing like
that,” Bernstein said.
“When C-SPAN was cover-

Hour

beer

they received no national coverage,” said Jeff Bernstein, a child
development and psychology

higher.

Sidelines Sports Bar
SP

The march was an effort to
gain basic human rights for gays,
lesbians and bisexuals. It was
also an attempt to gain visibility.
vr 1987, 650,000 people
marched for equal rights ard

The march was not the only

were benefits for various orga-

and other Humboldt County

from

Harrington said.

from Humboldt County to at-

Humboldt

sentatives

Harrington, third from

Humboldt marchers
Bernstein and Harrington
were two of agroup of six people

the words “Humboldt Homo”

printed across the front, repre-

Maureen

start.

tend the march.
The group met with friends

Wearing white T-shirts with

back row, and Jeff

the march that everyone in it
stood waiting to line up for a
few hours past the scheduled
time the march was supposed to

‘=

“Hands
Around the Capitol,” an event
sponsored by ACT UP, an AIDS
activist organization.

“Hands Around the Capitol”
was an action to demand increased funding for AIDS research, care, prevention and education.
Harrington went to the Gay

and Lesbian History Museum,
which featured a timeline showing different points in gay and

ing it, they just showed the front

there’s always a taped-off region where religious fundamentalists stand and shout things at

Harrington, a 33-year-old Eu-

said. “But our chant, ‘Hey, hey,

AIDS quilt panels

ho, ho, homophobia’s got to go,’
was so loud you couldn’t hear
them.”
“That was the only bad or

AIDS Quilt display at the new
panel check-in desk.

of the stage,” said Maureen

reka resident. “Only once in a
while they’d pan out to the
Washington Monument and
then you'd see all the people.”
There were so many people at

us with bullhorns,” Bernstein

oppressive thing that weekend,”

lesbian history and

featured

photographs.
Bernstein volunteered at the

See March, page 16
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Agencies mull housing plans
@ A Vigo Street site has been
proposed, but uncertainties in funding
prevent officials from taking action.
By Andrew Hessel
CUMBERJACK STAFFS

Humboldt County hasn’t
had an emergency shelter
since March 16, when the shelter on T Street closed its doors,
but plans for a new homeless
shelter in Eureka are being
considered by city and county
governments.
“We promised the neighborat we'd only have it

open until the middle of

March,”

said Jean

Warnes,

Eureka City Council member.
“We also promised them
that site would not be considered again, and it won’t,” she
said.
A site-seeking committee

considered 17 locations before deciding ona building at
1048 Vigo St. in Eureka.
Committee formed

The newly formed joint
Housing and Employment
Transition
Center Committee
convened for the first time

Monday
Hall.

in Eureka’s City

Mayor

Nancy

Fleming ap-

pointed Warnes and Councilman Lance Madsen to the committee. Board of Supervisors

Chairwoman Julie Fulkerson of

Arcata and Supervisor Bonnie
Neely of Eureka represent the
county government. Fulkerson
and Neely have served on the
county’s Homeless Task Force.
Randy Cook, who owns property near the proposed site, and
Steve Dolfini, co-owner of Redwood Restaurants, joined the
committee as community representatives Monday.

Madsen waselected chairman
and further meetings were
planned.
Areview
of past proposals will
be held tomorrow at 3 p.m. in
the Eureka City Council Chambers in City Hall.
The group will continue to
meet every Monday at 4 p.m.
The first order of business will
be to discuss the site chosen for
the new shelter.
“We need to find out what
concerns (from business and

property owners) we face, what
we can address and what we

can’t,” Madsen said.
The city has applied for a
$500,000 Community Development Block Grant, a competitive grant of federal funds.
administered by the state.
The county will also apply
for $650,000 in support from
the Federal Department of
Housing and Urban Development, said David Lane, economic development coordinator for Humboldt County.
If the funds are received,
$400,000 will be used for rehabilitation of property for a
shelter site and $250,000 will
be used for operations, Lane
said.
Whether any of this funding is forthcoming should be
known sometime in June, said

Debbie Israel, Eureka’s senior
planner for community
velopment.

de-

“A lot of what you do (in
this sort of project) is governed by the grantcycle,” she

said.
only
As
ing,

Where to go when

your CDs mature

perfect condition or if a CD has

By Heather Boling
'US EDITOR

Tired of listening to the same
old tapes and compact discs?
Don’t throw them away —

Federal funding

These grants are offered
on an annual basis.
presented at the meetthe two governments’

agreement requires the city to
purchase the property — for

See Shelter, page 17

trade them in.
The

Lumberjack

surveyed

an “obscure title” or targets a
small market. The Metro does
not buy back tapes.
The Works, 1040 H St., offers
$4 in credit for most titles and
slightly less if you want cash.
For the CDs mentioned above,

three storesin Arcata which buy the store would pay $4, $4, $5
and trade used tapes and CDs.
and $4 in credit respectively.
All hypothetical situations ' Tapesin perfect condition would
get $2.25, $2.25, $2.50 and $2.25.
assumed the items to be in perfect condition.
The store stresses the fact that
The stores cannot usually
whatis bought depends on what
quote prices
isin stock. If too
over the phone
many copies of
because _ the
thesametitleare
condition of the
alreadyinstock,
tapes and CDs
j
a tape or CD
needs to be exmay
not be
amined.
bought back.
The tapes and
People’s Records, 725 8th St.,
amples for pricwould offer $5
ing purposes
cash or $6 credit
were U2’s “Acfor the CDs
htung Baby,”
mentioned beAC/DC's “Back in Black,” Red
cause “they are all good sellers
Hot Chili Peppers’ “Blood,
and good movers,” said emSugar, Sex, Magik,” and Beastie
ployee Al Wolski.
Boys’ “ Check Your Head.”
Wolski said the only
of
The Metro, 858 G St., will normusic People’s doesn’t buy is
mally give $5 cash for CDs the
“heavy metal hate-type” music
store sells. The store will give
because the store “might not
you slightly more should you
want to deal with those people.”
opt for credit toward a purchase
For tapes, People’s Records
instead. It will pay less if the pays $1 cash and $1.50 credit for
items are not considered to be in the above titles.

_ieern Genbt

Microsoft
Word & Excel
Bundle for Windows

Word & Excel
Bundle for Macintosh

$199.°°

$169.°°

Save $179"

Save $140°

‘Limited to Stock on Hand!
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm * If purchased separately at Academic Suggested Retail

Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Phone: 826 - 5830
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Prices are for HSU students, full/part-time Staff, and full/part-time
Faculty only. Proof of enrollment or employment is required. Items
may be subject to availability from manufacturer. All sales are final; no
refunds. Prices are subject to change at any time.

[-O-|
Membership Has Its Privileges®
WE NOW WELCOME THE AMERICAN EXPRESS’ CARD.
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For Mother's

On your mark

Moms prepare for holiday race
run competition and will return

@ Annual Mother's Day run participants
say they enjoy the support, camaraderie
and family fun the event provides.
Talcum Powder

The only Achilles’ heel for the
all-women
annual
11th
y
Atalantas Victor Run on
Mother’s Day might be the
weather.

tioning.

biggest concern,” said Cathy
Dickerson, organizer of the
event.
Therun was started in 1982 by
female members of the Six Rivers Running Club who wanted
to hold an event which best
suited their needs.
“There needed to be an event
that would not only bring
women into the running community, but give them something that would focus more on
the camaraderie and less on the
competition aspect,” Dickerson
said.
“Races like this give women a

an

sis

two-year-old

will

crossed

who

Arcata

boca o

the finish line in

mile walk and

a stroller.

Thetwo-

the five-mile
run begin at 10

Dickerson is expecting up to
250 participants and welcomes
entries up to the starting time.
Last year’s winner, 2-year-old

Sesvics

,
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.
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under
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Joelle Slater who crossed the fin-

ish line with the help of her
mother Jackie, was

pushed in a

stroller in 32:40 in the five-mile

.
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Donna Brink and the Slaters are
-—
the top runners in the

Sauza Shots $2.00
EI Presidente $2.00
Margaritas $2.50

OLAS
A.
a

Please

courage family

Mary Wells, wife of HSU cross
country coach David, along with
Kaen Kelly-Day, Sharon Angel,

1/2 liter Slammers $3.00
Pit chers of K.
Fire Water. Shote.
ots 42
—
Long Island Ice Teas ee
We have Zima!
822-2302

Pa.

We en-

are the front runners a chance to
lead the race.

THURSDAY SPECIAL
9p.m. to midnight

Installation
Nem. 443-3127

the mee time

women

a.m.

Fiesta!

Cable Radio

tt

ive of one an-

ee

Pacifico $2.00
San Miguel $2.00
Dos Equis $2.00

Free Digital

with either Non Video

artici-

.

confi-

a

wins.

Coronas
$2.0
Coronitas $1.00

YOUR CABLE ISN'T JUST FOR TELEVISION ANYMORE.

wired, servicable

winner was

wind down to

the

ter division,”
Dickerson said.

y

lot

=n

dence and give a comfort zone
to enable them to participate in

RADIO

“This the only race where there

cannes fivernile run

ght no
thew,
weather is our

CABLE

younger ones can run

and I'll walk,” said Corbett, 76.

ear’s

Last

ve-mile walk
will sound at

ing we quite nicely.

Whether it's cool and blue of red hot, jazz sounds
better on Digital Cable Radio. It’s uninterrupted.
In flawless digital sound. Along with 17 other
music channels. Directly trom their cable into your
stereo system. And it costs less than what youd pay lor
asingle CD. Dig it.

erations of her family’s participation in the event. Her daughter-in-law and 8-year-old granddaughter plan to enter.

is i special
mother-daugh-

The starting
un for the

Otherwise, things are shap-

to run, provide

eighth and will mark three gen-

other running events.”
The Atalantas Victory Run is
named after the fleet-footed
Greek princess and features
women of all ages and condi-

By Dioscoro
R. Recio

chance

this year.
For Arcata resident Katherine
Corbett the run will be her

e.nm
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Recycling center director strives
to promote garbage as resource
@ Kate Krebs has
helped Californians
put recycling on the

{MAD RIVER
CHIROPRACTIC
Louls Mihalka, D.C.
Ucersed
Sports Physican

770 11%h St.

State agenda.

e 822-

By Becky Lee
LUMBERJACK
STAFF —~———

Kate Krebs has been an important contributor to the Arcata
community
and the state through
her recycling efforts and determination for a cleaner environment.
And Krebs says the trend to

riday, May 7
1lam - 11pm

recycle is growing.

“Consumers have embraced
recycling,” she said. “It’s something everyone wants to do at
schools, home and work. The
problem is what to do with the

Green & Gold Room
Founder’s Hall
ree food all day (fruit drink bar, snacks & real food) °
music ¢ free test materials ¢ stress release center

materials collected.”
Community

(massage, hacky sac, pillow fight, punching bag) ° free
tutoring ¢ free clothes ¢ doorprizes °

involvement

Krebs became a volunteer and
truck driver with the Arcata
Community Recycling Centerin

sponsored by Solid Rock!

1973, two years after its start,

when she moved to Arcata _to
attend HSU. She became its executive director in 1982.
Krebs also serves on the advisory board of the Campus Recy-

cling Program.
Each recycling operation inthe
five-county area has to buy and
maintain costly crushing and
baling equipment to process recyclable materials, store them
until they add up to a full truckload and negotiate shipping and
reimbursement rates ina market
that changes constantly,Krebs
said.

Further costs are added by
handling of the materials between the center and the mill.
Order forms for a buyer’s
guide which explains how to buy

CHRIS VON HAUNAL TERVTHE LUMBERJACK
Kate Krebs, executive director of the Arcata Community
Recycling Center, has been an active force in recycling locally
for 20 years. “We need to think of our materials as a resource,
not garbage,” she said.

recycled materials is available at
the ACRC for $20 and includes
updates twice a year.
“Income is generated from the
value of the materials we sell,”
Krebs said.
Buying recycled materials
helps pay for the cost of running
the ACRC.
To promote buying recycled
materials a Buy Recycle Campaign
has been in operation with
a few local businesses including

Bank of America, North Coast

Cooperative and Yakima Products Inc., Krebs said.

Statewide involvement
Krebs is also the chair of the
board of directors of California
Against Waste, a non-profit,
statewide rn
which
creates
a legislative agenda to be
considered by state officials.

See Krebs, page 17
.2
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Humboldt
Green

.

He |

Workaholics, _
night owls,
insomniacs.
mR

e

Welcome:
We have extended our store hours to MIDNIGHT,
Sunday through Thursday, and just to make sure
that you will want to take advantage of these new
late night hours, we are bringing back our famous
HAPPY HOUR discounts!

]

|
|

]

HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS
(7pm to midnight - Sunday through Thursday)

|

]
|
|

D 5¢ copies on self-serve copiers
D $5.00 an hour on Macintosh rentals

D 50¢ laser prints
eOnly
Free

3 blocks to
Cable T.V.

kinko’s

H.S.U

the copy center

°1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments
*-Paid water & trash
«Some units
eRecreation

Open 7 Days

have paid utilities
Room & Laundry Facilities

Variety of affordable rental
eFurnished & Unfurnished

1618 G St. - Arcata 822-8712

plans

Humboldt

Green

Apartments

1935 H St. Arcata
822-4688

Wanna take photos for The ’Jack?
Take PhotoJ., JN 134, and shoot for us m
the spring.
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New tax may solve
city budget problems
@ Hearings will be
held to discuss
implementing a
utility tax in Arcata.

A booklet containing all options for cuts in services or raising revenue was distributed and
a general consensus

reached

among participants as to how
Arcata should address the budget problem, Harris said.

The group decided thata

By Becky Lee
LUMBERJACK STAFF

City officials are considering
the implementation of a new tax
to compensate

for a $200,000

proposed cut in Arcata’s General Fund for the 1993-94 fiscal
year.
The General Fund for the 1992-

93 fiscal year is $4.3 million. This
is one-third of Arcata’s total budt.

go

Pete Wilson

explained

that ail citieswill Be forcedto
in his Jan

budget m

make
in their budgets,
said City
r Alice Harris.
The State Finance De
ent
determines how much

money

ye be cut in each city. The
epartment made the decision
to cut $200,000 from Arcata’s
General Fund.
On April 3 a public budget
forum was held to allow residents to voice their opinions on
what shouldhappen toclose the
budget gap in the fund.

util-

ity users’ tax would be the most
practical alternative revenue
source, she said.
The tax can be imposed on the
consumption of electricity, gas,

cable television, water, wastewater and telephone services,
she said.
The tax is based on a percentage of the amount billed

to each

consumer for such services. The
gate is at the discretion of the
city.
The tax ranges from 2 to 10
percent in cities where it has already been implemented in the
state, Harris said.
The tax must be adopted b
ordinance of the city council.
it is accepted at a rate of 2 percent, Arcata will see a $263,505
increase in revenues, according
to the budget workbook.
Harris will present a balanced
budget to the city council at
tonight's meeting in City Hall at
7:30. The council will make final
budget decisions after two public hearings May 19 and June 2.

Farmers’ market opens
Arcata’s farmers’ market patrons, from right, Annisa Alger,
daughter Anyel Aguilar, visit Bob Filbey’s cactus booth.
began raising several thousand plants, which he says grow
a.m. to 1p.m. Saturdays through
9 m
the Plaza fro
in en
op

Paul Birdsong, Brian Alger and
Filbey, a Blue Lake resident,
well locally. The market will be
the summer.

March: Compelling cause
¢ Continued from page 12
The display at the march featured only new panels brought
in that weekend. More than 2,500
new panels were checked in over
the weekend.
Although costs of the trip
could not be calculated, money
was not so much of aconcern for
Bernstein and Harrington.
“I didn’t think about the
money aspect of it because I had
suchacompelling reason togo,”
Harrington said.
The group held fund-raisers

culture shock
when hecame back
to Arcata.
“It was strange to be around
heterosexuals again,” he said.
Harrington and Bernstein felt
the march had a positive effect.
“People will stand upand recognize what we’re doing,”
Harrington said. “I think it’s
planted a seed more than anything, not an explosion. Change
takes time.”
“I hope this is the last one we
have to have. I hope
the seed
keeps growing and growing,”
she said.

to help defray the cost of their
trip including two garage sales
and a benefit dance at Club Triangle, which included a raffle
and a same-sex dating game.

Participants also received a
$400-donation from the HSU
Clubs Coordinating Council, a
$100 donation from the Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual Student Alliance at HSU and a private donation as well.

The march showed the diver-

sity present in the gay, lesbian

and

bisexual

community,

Bernstein said. He said it was a

Fiesta
1 New! Murphy’s introduces a Mexican Pizza
} in time for Cinco de Mayo, loaded with Salsa,
¥ seasoned ground beef, black olives, onions,

EXPLOSIVE EVIDENCE FOR
Discover the most

extraordinary geologic event
of the Twentieth Century.
Friday,

May

7 « Founders

118

FREE FREE

« 5

FREE

7:30 p.m

i tomatoes, and topped with cheddar cheese. A delicious south of the border

)

] taste new at Murphy's for only $8.95!

,

MURPHY’S
PIZZA

CATASTROPHE

Take
sata]

Combo

‘nm’ Bake

Uniontown Shopping Center

600 F. St. (near Safeway)
Arcata, 822-6220

Please Call Ahead &
We'll Have Your

Order Ready

“Simply the Best”

No Coupon Necessary
Redwood

70S &. Fortuna
\
Fortuna, 725-9391

2015 Central Ave.

McKinleyville
839-8763

We gladly accept USDA Food Stamps. Not valid with any other offers or
or substitutions.
Offer good through

Burre Center

Eureka
442-1499

Shelter: Federal grants needed
© Continued from page 13
which the CDB Grant is sought
— and renovate the building.
The county is to take on maintenance and day-to-day operation
of the shelter.
“Both bodies ... decided that
we will get behind the HET Center concept,” Warnes said.
Cook said the idea of a permanent shelter for the homeless is
opposed by a “swelling element” of Eureka residents, most
of whom have not attended city
council meetings.

“You've got a lot of people
out there whoare generally concerned and upset about this program,” he said.
“It’s not a popularity issue
only,” said Redwood Commu-

nity Action Agency’s Bonnie
Macgregor.
“You can lose the ability, in

fact, to get any funding for your
takeycare
it
youdon’t
commifun
of your homeless,” said
Macgregor, who is also head of
the Homeless Task Force.
Not having the HET Center is
“not an alternative,”

THE

OP

CO

Warnes

GOOD

said. “Weare committed tohaving it. The county is under a
courtorder to provide same-day
service to the homeless.”
It costs taxpayers $3 per night
to put up a homeless person ina
county-operated shelter, she
said — as opposed to $25 for a
night in a motel.
Neely said hundreds of alternatives have been considered
during the

past two and a half

years, and the HET Center is the
best “short of having every family in Humboldt County take in
homeless people.”

FOOD
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Krebs
° Continued from page 15
Issues being reviewed are
composting, which is under
to be readily recycla
government regulation, and
contents listed
recyclable packaging; Krebs the packaging
on the product.
said.
aseae oe.
CAWhassucceeded
The organization hopes to
law
passed, w
prevent over-regulation in. ting astate
requiring
1992,
in
effect
took
order to promote public ined on pabe
terestincomposting, she said. newspapers
Gecyeed
octane
40
per with
Accountability by manucontent.
g
agin
facturers making pack

REPORT!

‘Vamos a Celebrar!
Let's Celebr

ate!)

S.

2
inco de Mayo, a "!¥!3zit
Mexican national .+ ‘
.¢

holiday is the celebration

of the victory at the
Battle of Puebla, one of
the battles won in
Mexico's fight for
independence.
Fireworks, pinatas and
good food (of coursel)
are all part of the

Tt
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Gardeners break new ground on North Coast
By Ray Larsen
After the wettest winter in
years, Humboldt County might
seem right for only growing
mold, but with a little help it’s a
farmer’s paradise.
“It’s such a mild climate here
that you can have great winter
harvests,” said Susan Toms,
who teaches sustainable agriculture at HSU.
Toms said the climate diversity is another advantage. Cool
weather crops grow well on the
coast while plants that like
warmer temperatures thrive a
short distance inland.
“This is kind of a hot spot for
organic farmers,” Toms said.
“It’s a great place to get fresh
really good vegetables which are
going to be higher in nutrients.”
Toms is working on a gardening project to get the community and HSU students involved with sustainable agriculture. The Arcata Community
Farm Education Project has a
site next to Sunny Brae where

volunteers can work during the
summer.
Toms wants to base the project
on other co-op farms, with community sponsors getting fresh
oduce for their contributions.
olunteers get experience and
what ever extra food they grow.
She expects to focus
on winter
and subsistence crops because
the aa will be underway
late in the season.
“Plus winter is the time of year

that people really need food,”

Toms said. “In summer, food is
pretty abundant.”
For some, eo
is much
more than a hobby.
Jamie

Everett, a co-director

who shares
gardening responsibilities at the Campus Center
for Appropriate Technology,
said those interested in truly living off the land may want to
look into traditional North
American grains. For those ruggedly independent gardeners,
verett recommends growing
quinoa and amaranth.

“These are grains that have
been grown here in Humboldt
County for thousands
of years,”
he said. “There isa native quinoa
that will produce a pound of
seed per plant. As far as space
goes, it is more efficient than
growing wheat.”
These grains are higher in
protein and vitamins than more
common varieties. But the hull
contains a bitter substance
which must be neutralized by

soaking.
“Potatoes also grow great in
this area,” Everett said. “In fact,
originally when the redwood
forest wascleared, Trinidad and
McKinleyville were planted
with potatoes.”
Everett said a big-money occupation backs then was dynamiting stumps to make way for
potato fields. To this day,
potatoes grow wild in the two

Coast towns.

Everett said beyond

North
strictly

sustenance crops brassicas, including broccoli, kale, cauliflower and cabbage, grow well

E
RICH BICKEL/ THE LUMBERJACK

HSU students Missy Gruen, left, Jennifer McNally, center, and Zibol Miels, right, work the earth
at a farming project for students and community members. A $12,000 grant from the UC Davis
Agriculture Research Program helped fund the project, which Is incorporated into classes.

here all year. They are rich in
folic acid, a B vitamin which is
very important for vegetarians
to pick up. Calcium can be supplied through dark-green vegetables and sesame.
Root vegetables like carrots,

turnips and beets can be started

as late as September and October and can last through the

winter if covered with mulch.

Acovering of grass clippings or

hay helps protect the plants
from frost.

sprout them in June, and plant
enough for three months, Toms
said.
The rich Humboldt soil can
provide food all year long if gardeners make some small addi-

Those who want to feast on

¢ See Gardens, page 20

root crops all winter should

Nutrition seminar/ Doctor calls meat unnecessary, unhealthy
@ A doctor says animal
products cause many
American ills.
By ane

Koutnik

requirement for
Humans have “no
meat in their diet to be healthy,” the
speaker ata nutritional seminar oncampus said Saturday.
Dr. Michael Klaper, director of the
Institute of Nutrition Education and
Research said not only are meat and
dairy euairaay unnecessary, but they
are unhealthy for human beings.
“Because thisiscontrary towhat most
let me repeat
of you have been —
no nutrihas
y
d
o
b
this. The human
requirements for animal flesh
tional
and hueione superbly on a balanced,
varied diet of plant-based foods,” he
said.
Klaper spoke in the Kate Buchanan
who
ely
300 people
Room toapproximat
vegan
A
meal.
vegan
free
a
given
were

diet is free,of all animal products. A

vegetarian diet excludes meat but may
include dairy products and

“I’m not asking all of you to

become

vegetarians, But you should try tolimit
the amount of times you eat meat and

diary products to two or three times a

week instead of three times a day,”
Klaper said.
Nearly 1.5 million Americans are
rs gg and killed each year by heart
failure, cancer and other chronic diseases associated with excessive consumption of meat and animal fat, according to a pamphlet from the Farm
Animal Reform Movement in Maryland which was among the literature
provided at the seminar.
The American diet has changed
drastically, Klaper said.
“Back a 100 years ago, people ate
more of a plant-based diet. They ate
less meat because meat was a rarity,”
he said.
Around the turn of the century there
was a farming revolution. With the
advent of Damo: sereereweres’s
ain, whic
to grow large amounts
r said. He
Klape
tivetiack,
$0
fad
were
1950s,
1930sand
said that “between the
tremendous amounts of meat were
Americans were taught to
er
their meals around a piece of
meat.”
He said the Department of Agriculgroups
ture produced the four food
balanced
a
constitute
allegedly
that
diet. They advocate dairy products or
meat three times a day. “Not even
mountain lions eat meat three times a

day,” Klaper said.

digestive process.

“The powerful meat and dairy industries have for decades brain-washed
the American consumer into believing
that meat and dairy products — and
only these products — provide essential proteins that humans cannot live
without,” according to information
from Friends of

Animals non

Klaper said many people think avoid-

ing red meat is enough, but “as far as
your kidney is concerned, there isn’t a

difference between chicken flesh, fish
flesh, pig flesh and cow flesh.”
can ybe
Obesit
linked to meat
consumption.

Beaatge revolution

eons

ter, moderate pro-

tein, fiber, oils and
carbohydrates.”
He said watercan
be obtained in its
pure form or from

—amnecrtoperen

*There’scnuttttion

happening,

physicians
starting

up.

juices. Nuts, seeds,

rears

eat, the Mee

and

your risk

for can-

cer,” he said.
One cheeseburger has 14 tea-

are

to catch

spoons

MICHAEL KLAPER

of

fat.

This fat sweeps

ss throughtheblood-

stream and every
whole grains, le- _ Director of the Institute of Nutrition
in the body
cell
Education and Research
gumes and green
within seconds. It
vegetables
are
remains there for
sources of moderabout
four
hours,
Klaper
said.
ate ages Whole grainsand legumes,
Americans
also
eat
four
to five times
such as beans, provide fiber. Whole
as much protein as needed. A high- prograins, vegetables, fruits, nuts and seeds
tein diet with large amounts of meat
yield oils. Carbohydrates are found in
makes the body urinate out calcium,
grains, fruits and green, yellow and
which can cause a calcium depletion —
starchy vegetables, Klaper explained.
the major cause of kidney failure and
He said grains and |
memes ere’
combination because they help the
body

absorb necessary nutrients

during the

See Vegetarians, page 20
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Gardens
Continued from page 19
tions,
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“The soil hereismostly acidic,
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to any garden in Humboldt

the soil - they become available to plants.
Insects prey on the weakest

es Sis
to
sorted
e
vere
badand
stomping, smashing

tt said. “It’s beauflowing, is a good way tobring County, Evereow
s e and
edibl
areer
the soil’s Ph up, which helps _ tiful, it’s fl
it repels pests above and below
break down minerals locked in

plants, so ensuring crops have

the best growing medium increases their chances of not getting munched prematurely.
“Our gardens are managed
using ony organic methods of
st control,” Everett said. “We
would rather pull out our hair
re not
s—
you'
than use pesticide
and
lem
prob
the
of
taking care
.”
food
your
you're poisoning
The trick to not having your
garden become a fly-through
restaurant for bugs is to understand their habits, likes and dis-

likes. Growing plants amongst
the vegetables that bugs find distracting or repulsive can drive
pests away.
“Calendula (a relative to the
_marigold) is the prime addition

s
rian
Vecogeta
:
~

|
Employers

Package
essionai Résumé
a Prof
* Prepare
Mak
it to the Decisi
* Get
et

trients.”

vs...

442-7624

“aFind

being from the conifer forest, so
ou might want to add some
Kind ak calcium carbonate,”
Toms said.
She said the soil is rich in magnesium, so lime, which has magnesium, shouldn’t be added.
Toms uses powdered oyster
nt calshell, which is 96
She
farm.
ciumcarbonate,on the
said shells from Humboldt oysters could feasibly be processed
into fertilizer in a locally sustainable industry.
Everett said adding compost
to the soil is important.
“The soil here tends to be
clay,” he said. “It tends to be
rich in nutrients but if the clay is
too prevalent in the soil, it
doesn’t want to give up its nu-

keeping the landfills from over-

er

§ * Interview

* Negotiate for the $$ you deserve!

CALL TODAY! 1ST HOUR FREE!

eCanbcen vente
Computers

¢ Continued from page 19

is, according to Klaper.

minton-racqueting insects — in

spite of the
most —

bug-smashing “buy their food

at the supermarket and don’t
deal with these predators on a
daily basis.”
The mild climate of Humboldt
County allows gardeners some
leeway in choosing when to
plant. Some crops can be held
until pests have passed their
ak and are not so prevalent.
Everett and Toms said May 1
istraditionally the first frost-free
day when one can be fairly sure
the cold weather is over.
The green light is on for green
thumbs in the area and the time
is now to get plants in the
ground.

cholesterol is to
“The best way to lower yourere
’s
ion revoa nutrit

stop eating it,” he said. “Th
sng to
starti
areian
lution happening, and physic

“We are told to consume more calcium

catch up,”

fat, have no cholesterol and are high in fiber.

animal,” PETA literature states.

than any other country on earth, and yet we
haveahigh incidence of osteoporosis...Where
isall the calcium going? Down thetoilet. This
calcium loss is because of a high protein diet,
alack ofuseinbones(exercise)andagroupof
calcium thieves including caffeine, salt and
the phosphoric acid found in cola drinks.”
People with high cholesterol can also benefit from avoiding animal products, which
are high in cholesterol. Plant foods arelowin

bad karma. He said
who are against

In addition to being harmful to human health,
pamphlets available at theseminar outlined other
reasons for people to eliminate animal products
te
from their diets.
ent
Treatm
Ethical
the
for
People
to
According
s
world’
the
of
t
percen
of Animals, more than 40
—_grain is fed to animals going to slaughter.
“Eating meat supports famine. A plot of land
can feed iB people che eat plantsand grains, but
only one person if the plants are first fed to an

HOW TO TAKE AN EXAM
Helpful Hints from your Friends at

The Adult Re-Entry Center
1. Be sure you know exactly how much time you have. The test may not take
the whole period, or you may be allowed to stay as long as you want. Knowing
how much time you have is crucial.
2. Read through the entire text before you answer any questions. Each
question may be worth a different number of points; you don't want to spend all
of your time on one that is only worth a few points. Set a limit in advance on the
time you alllow yourself per question. If the exam includes both essay and

objective sections, be sure you know how much each section is worth. Assume

nothing!
3. Be sure you understand the instuctions. If you have any doubts, ask right
at the beginning. Read the instructions very slowly and carefully. Underline the

930 - 530
100 - 500
CLOSED

important words in the instructions. Don't risk discovering you have spent time
answering one too many questions.
4. Begin with the questions that seem the easiest, and don't allow yourself to
get upset about any difficult ones you may have spotted. you will feel more

comfortable about the difficult ones after you have warmed up on the others.
That mnay sound implausible, but it does seem to work. As your anxiety lessens,
you will find that what looked like hard questions become easier.
5. Look for crucial words such as define, compare, discuss and prove in the
instructions. Each of these words requires a different approach. Be aware of the
meanings of these frequently used words; it can save you confusion and anxiety.

6. Once the exam is complete, relax. Trust that you have done your best and

let it go.
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Is anybody out there?

Mars ‘Face’ studied

Astronomer says odds warrant effort
quoted equation for the likely
number of technologically advanced extraterrestrial civiliza-

@ The search for
extraterrestrial life

tions: N = Rf fin fffL.
R is the average rate of star
formation in the galaxy, about

may not be as
weird an endeavor
as it seems.

20 per year. The next three variables determine how many
planetsare suitable for life. Three
more give the fraction of these

By Andrew Hessel

on which evolve radio-broad-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

odds are they’re right.
If someone is out there, now is
the perfect opportunity to reach
out. The development of radio
telescopes — which take in radio waves instead of light —
could allow the detection
of
signs
of civilization over the vast distances between stars. But speculation on the question is far from
recent.
Titus Lucretius Carus, a contempo

of Julius Caesar best

known for expounding an
“atomic” theory of matter, wrote
around 70 B.C., “There are other
worlds in other parts of the universe, with racesof different men
and different animals.”
About 30 years
ago, astronomer Frank Drake at Cornell University developed an often-

der the right conditions the evolution of life and eventually intelligence is inevitable.

in years of such civilizations.

of millions.
Twoplanets beyond our solar
system have been detected, both
orbiting a neutron star.

“We're puzzled as to what
their origin is,” Drake said in a
telephone interview. The existence of the two planets is mysterious, because neutron stars are
the remnants of supernovas
which would be expected to
ee. any planets circling
them. Twoother
stars, Barnard’s
Star and Epsilon Eridani, have
been tentatively identified as
having planets.
Scientists believe that most
stars are orbited by planets. It is
also believed that organic molecules are widespread, and un-

appeared to be a huge representation of a humanoid face
looking straight up in a northern hemisphere region called

the chances for extraterrestrial
intelligence, there are so many
stars it seems likely,” said HSU
biology Professor Jim Waters.
Drake and others conducting
the search for extraterrestrial intelligence think the odds are

in to the outer-space “airwaves”
and listening for a message.

lative, but even pessimistic estimates give answers in the range

A discovery on Mars tantalizes some with potential for
providing proof of extraterrestrial intelligence.
In July 1976, NASA's Viking I orbiter photographed what

“No matter how low you rate

good enough to warrant tuning

Any values plugged into this
equation must be highly specu-

and now some scientists say the

By Andrew Hessel
LUMBERJACK STAFF

casting civilizations. The final

variable, L, is the mean lifetime

The possibility of intelligent
life beyond Earth seems plausible to science-fiction writers —

Cydonia. NASA dismissed the feature as an “oddity of light
and shading,” and it was soon forgotten.
Several years later two engineers at the Goddard Space
Flight Center, Vincent DiPietro and Gregory Molinaar, rediscovered the forgotten image. They also found a misfiled

second photo of “the Face.”

Digital image enhancement and analysis showed it to be a
reasonably bisymmetric object with well-defined features re-

sembling two eyes, a nose, a mouth and a headpiece or helmet.

A radio telescope is an antenna with a parabolic reflector

The Face is about 350 meters high and two and a half kilome-

dish, essentially an overgrown

Other researchers have since made claims of geometrical
relationships within and between the Face and other objects

ters from crown to chin.

version of the dishes used to
pick up satellite TV signals. Asa
rule of thumb, such an antenna
can pick up transmissions from

on Mars, and proposed that these indicate intelligent origin.
The Viking landers, with a battery of tests to detect evidence
of life in Martian soil, found not only no life but no organic
molecules at all. Those findings reinforce doubt that the red
planet has ever evolved life, and the idea of interstellar colonization of Mars faces great resistance.

a number of light-years away

equal to one-tenth its diameter
in feet. A light-year is the distance light travels in a year,
about 63,000 times the distance
between Earth and the sun.
Cornell University’s Arecibo
Observatory in Puerto Rico has
a dish 1,000 feet wide. The radio
telescope can “see” out to
roughly 100 light-years. Within
that distance of Earth, there are
something like 10,000 stars.
“The bigger your antenna, the
better the signal — but which

What 7 !

“We (most scientists) give no credence to any idea that (the

Face) was created by intelligent creatures,” said astronomer
Frank Drake, a pioneer in the search for extraterrestrial intelligence.

The question of whether the Face is a natural or artificial
structure may be resolved when NASA's Mars Observer oraft carries, among
bits the planet late this summer. The
of taking clear
capable
camera
ion
other sensors, a high-resolut
to the 50s as one meter —compared
as small
pictures of object
meter resolution of the Viking cameras.
Until then, the Face on Mars — and the possibility of
intelligent life beyond our solar system — remains a mystery.

See ET, page 22
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AutoCAD is only

$150. !
The Student Edition of AutoCAD Release 10, the most widely
used CAD software in the world and industry standard is now
available and affordable for students. The Student Edition of
is identical to the industry-standard commercial
version of Release 10, except it does not have a hardware lock.
The Student Edition of AutoCAD Release 10 includes a
AutoCAD

tutorial based student manual and the complete AutoCAD
Reference.

Prices are for HSU students enrolled in at least
6 degree seeking units, full/part-time Staff, and
full/part-time Faculty only. Proof of enroliment
or employment is required.
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm ¢ Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
_.
Closed Saturday & Sunday * Phone: 826-5848

A Addison-Wesley
Membership Has lis Privileges®
WE NOW WELCOME THE AMERICAN EXPRESS’ CARD.
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ET: In search of life beyond Earth
the pulses and
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channel do you listen on?” said
Bob O’Connell, a College of the
Redwoods physics professor.
chosen should
The
be those with minimal interference from galactic and atmo2A “noise.” They should
so have a low energy cost.

gpg
—

of

;
f

Morse code. A

a

of
sequence
mathematical

MDS

Ws
rs with p

such as a series
of prime num-

bers i 1 3, 5, ,

microwave range is considered
most promising, especially 1.42
gigahertz, or billions of cycles
persecond. Thisis the
emitted by interstellar hydrogen atoms. Its usefulness in radio astronomy makesit the likefor sensitive receivliest
— and
ers all over the
sendfor
choice
l
logica
the
thus
lisown
unkn
ing a message to
teners.
proDrake, now anastronomy
said
Cruz,
Santa
UC
at
fessor
ing
listen
is
na
the Arecibo anten
hertz
in the one- to three-giga
range. He’s also using a newer
34-meter dish in the one- to 10gigahertz range at NASA’s Deep
Space Communication Compound near Barstow..
He said the selection of targets has been made easier by
“We've learned
new techni
how to tell from the spectrum of

distinguished

natural

from

emissions.

f= Stars with habitable planets.”
_

me pero oe.

evewe

| f= Of those, how many have life.

intelligent life.iza-

evolve
f= How many evolv
e

high-te

f,= How many

What if an-

OB

other civiliza-

civil

es

es

meof such
years
| = Mean lifeinti

tion is on the

ejyilization:

—

Phouw Sh

I

yerage

significance,

The low-frequency end of the

a

| «values for these variables are estimates,

values yield answers in the
oth-- | but
and send
oe not
millieven low ee
ing out any ra-

trillions.

dio messages
specifically directed at other stars, ordinary
radio and TV transmissions
could broadcast the existence of
intelligent life on Earth.
The search might be in vain,
according to a logical argument
that turns the reasoning of the
Drake model against itself. The

“missing aliens” paradox im-

plies that since “ETs” apparently
aren’t on Earth now, they aren’t
likely to be anywhere.
The argument starts with the
observation that life, especially
intelligent life, tends to expand

stars how old they are, which
years old
years
are one billion

and which are five billion,” he
said. Older stars are more likely
candidates, having had longer
to develop intelligent life.
On average, he said, a radio
telescope is pointed at a star for
20 minutes at a time. Different
frequencies are tried, and re-

to occupy all available

The galaxy is about 10 billion
old, whereas once a civiliflight
zation achieves interstellar
settled
be
could
the entire galaxy
within a few million years.
By this reasoning, Earth
should have been colonized by
aliens long ago and they should
still be here — perhaps in our
stead.
The consensus among scientists is that aliens are not among
us. UFO sightings are not con-

peated observations made. By

the year 2000, about 1,000 stars
will have been investigated.
“You would hope a signal
from another civilization would
be unique,” O’Connell said. In
other words, it should clearlybe
of intelligent origin. The signal
would probably be similar to

Ey

ashes

sidered compelling evidence of
by most
extraterrestrial a
scientists, Drake said.
Drake’s counter-argument is
the risk and fantastic energy requirements associated with interstellar travel. A trip to the
ee star at pope the
speed of light would take more
than the United States
ener
could produce in two centuries,
he said. Radio waves, on the
other hand, travel at the speed of
light and are relatively inexpensive to send and receive.

In over 30 years of pointing

their antennae at first one star

and then another, radio astronomers haven't intercepted such
— although
an alien
there have been “false alarms.”

That isn’t as disappointing as it

may seem; a job this big can be

expected to take decades, even

to find
centuries. Drake
evidence of alien intelligence b

the turn of the centurhey,

said,

“but that’s a guess, not a prediction.”
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The 65-person Oakland interfaith Gospel Choir is as diverse as it is talented: rThiano ere cxaeo Caan 20am

23

Uidad eyedans veqrenedand in the group.

Gospel choir transcends barriers
Sy dostann Sastene
T

he Oakland Interfaith
Choir returns to

Saturday, bringing
“=e them a message of hope.
ce marks the
‘

ce

was an cakaiieed ly[ome
night of healing just a week
Sr
Los Angeles.
year’s Humboldt show

senate
and ran alto singer in
manage

the group, in a telephone inter-

view from her office in Berke-

wine choir’s mission is to bring
messageof faith, hope, love

id joy to the country and to the
ont
id, accordingto the mission
eaon
grou)
statement the ne
its 1991 album

— Live.”
Choir th
rfai
InteGospel

The 65-person choir began in
1986, stemming from a weekly
jazz camp in Oakland. The
founders of the camp, induding

Daar, wanted a permanent
group that reflected the
multicultural feeling of the
camp.
Under theleadershi of Choir
elly, =
Director a,

“We want to sing in prisons to

Concert
Preview

support the prisoners,” Daar
said
The choir has
ed at
the New Orleans Jazz and Heri-

oo
invited

expanded and contin

where they were

back to

but declined in aoe
a community concert in South

O caestund barriers by forming a “rainbow coalition.” Its
members come from all ethnic,
religious and economic back-

Central Los Angeles
this August.

for a world where peop
join hands and raise their voices
in celebration
instead of opposee
Oe
one
Sail “ar canine
Daar sai

“We will be there to support
community issues such as racial
equality and economic justice,”
Daar said.
The choir’s
consists
of different spiritual
and
different forms of gospel, which
Director Kelly selects.
“We
authentic black
gospel music that is not dilluted

expanded. The ch
year inspired the formation of
choir in Arcata and
an interfaith
in Pennsylvaformed
another
nia.
“We exude a clear camarade»” Dear
rie when we're
wonderful
a
provide
-— “We

ways to work together. It’s not
—
changing people, but

sive reco!

Oakland Interfaith is a model

they left the prisoners
in tears.

“There are over 20 different
in the
ted
belief systems
choir,” Daar said.
“We strive fora
monious world.
expand our multicul
sage and say to others that it can
be done.”
And

that

and unique sound.”

has been
s visit last

ct irate tt

t
communi
in
thelr
efforts
to
sup ort the
community, the group has per-

formed in community centers,

university
concert halls and pris-

The group
ahistory,
ry.

and pop stars Peter Gabriel,
Linda Ronstadt
and Hammer.

In 1991, the choir was the gos-

pel headliner
at the 40th Annual

Atlanta Arts Festival. It also received the “Best Performance”

y

award from the Bay Area Religious Announcers at the 19th
and 20th Annual Gospel Academy Awards ceremoniesin
Oak-

land.
The turnover rate of the members is very low.
“When we have openings,
which isn’t very often, we hold
auditions for prospectiye members,” Daar said.
“We have an introductory period for beginners where they
learn the significant commitment that is involved in the
choir.”
nother event coupling
the choir’s return this
weekend is the 2nd
Annual Interfaith Gospel Choir
Prayer
Breakfast.
, the Oakland group will
join the Arcata Interfaith Gospel
Choir in celebration of themany
faiths and beliefs that compromise the two groups.
Tickets for the May 9 Prayer
Breakfast, which runs from 8 to
10 a.m., are $6 for adults and $4
for children under 12.
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From Chopin to Pink Floyd
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Heads,” he said.

By Jackson Garland
olk singer and solo guitar-

ist Jon Lukas is pushing
the limit.

“I want to see how muchis

renee with just one person,”

the show will consist of
original material in the form of

_— music and monologues.”

In the past, Lukas has

played festivals and opened

ukas said, speaking of the

up for bands like Skankin’

solo show he will

Pickle, Pele Juju, Tuck and
Theater.
tomorrow at Gist
and
“The basic root of theshow _ Patti, and Roy
looks
He
o.
Buffal
Norton
is to see how much one person
create
to dbeing abtole
forwar
can express on stage visually

in terms of movement andin

for a solo

_ his own atmosphere

show.
“In a way, this show is a

terms of the tone of voice,”
Lukas said.

culmination,” Lukas said. “It’s

Lukas’ show will incorpo-

rate theatrical aspects along

a chance for me to

music and theatrical lighting
techniques.

~~.
Li

all the

what's
stops and to see
been
I’ve
what
with
le
possib

with the music, including
monologues not involving

has a very demand-

Musically, Lukas will
present a variety of pieces,
including some jazz standards
and a Chopin piano piece that

ing playing style, using twohand tap techniquesto
_ provide a unique blend of
on, bass and guitar

will also include some covers

_—_ developing the style for two

he arranged for solo guitar. “I

Concert

“I'm trying to draw from as
many different sources as
le, but for the most part

of my favorite bands, suchas

Pink Floyd and Talking

es. He has been

—years.

ie

De...

ee
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ee

NORTHTOWN
|
BOOKS

Who:
Jon Lukas

What:
Solo guitar
Where:
Gist Hall Theatre

When: Thursday, 8 p.m.

How much: $3 in advance,
$3.99
at the door

“er what was needed to
it efficiently because
amplify
e
the sty in and of itselfis

quiet,” Lukas said.

Born in Massachusetts,
guitar
Lukas began playing
when
he was 10.

“A friend and I had this

ongoing fantasy about starting

a rock band,” Lukas said. “1

was the singer in the band and
my friend was drummer.At
the time I
t it was
that a singer would
ridiculous

outa
Oe
at his
s hands doing nothing

side and so that got me on

“I spent a lot of time

Shs

Preview

playing

mene

guitar.”

a video
Lukas has released
a live performance
containing
works and a
of his ori
cover of the Talking Heads’
" 7
People.”
Jon Lukas’ demanding playing
album
“T’ve attempted a live
but it’s always slowed’ down
because I’m looking for too
much perfection in it,” he said.
me. I think that —_ actually
“I realize that if I want to
it by
make a good tape I need to go get alot more out
just
than
play
me
seeing
into the studio and spenda
hearing me on a record.”
thousand bucks on it. Idon’t
Lukas is considering a move
want to go in until I’m really
to Seattle at the end of the
ready, until I really feel good
summer because of better
about my tunes.
yment opportunites and
emplo
“Performance has always
a better music scene.
been my main thing. That's
“There is a larger audience
where the action really is for

-

loyal to his Arcata fans.

“I always thought that as a
travelling artist I'd get a better’
reception than being a local
musician.”

Tickets for Lukas’ solo show
are $3 in advance and $3.99 at
the door.

$3.98

(ony Middiehurst)
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
hb $14.98

+ many others too unbelieveable to mention.
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to draw off of,” he said, being

REN (Robert Coles)
SPIRITUAL LIFE OFhb CHILD
$6.98
THE ARK’S ANNIVERSARY (Gerald Durr)
THE LYRE OF ORPHEUS (Robertson Davies)
PRAYING FOR SHEETROCK (Melissa Greene)
C HORTICULTURE BOOK OF
THE PACIFI
WESTERN GARDENING
hb $25.00
LA FRANCE GASTRONOMIQUE (Anne Willan)

LOCAL

UMBAE

quick to promise to remain

ON
TURQUOISE DRAG
THE (David
Rains Wallace)

Featuring NEW,

iil

style calls for two-hand

Remainders are publisher overstock of
new books which are dirt cheap. We try to get
the jewels among the sea of schlock
available, and here's some of the latest.
hardback
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Jazz singers do it with a twist
a

ae
hese can you findtalent, coop
eration and a
vocal

jazz harmony with
ae
Transit.
ver

harmony vocal

a twist?

Transit is a dynamic j

group on campus. The

group is actually a music class which
meets two or three times a week for onehour rehearsal sessions.
Tenor vocalist Grant McKee, an HSU
musicand theater senior, said MRT isn’t
like other classes.
“It’s not like going to biology class and
cutting
up a frog,” he said. “The homework is learning a song and the payoff,

the final, is performance.”
The process
to join the class
differs
as well. The
membersdon’t
often (McKee said “You'rein MRT
until you die or graduate”)
but when one
leaves, a strict audition is held for a new
singer.

Musicsenior Laura Arrington, another
member of the group, said if the group’s
director, Harley Muilenberg, needsa certain type of voice to round out the group,
he'll search for it. This is how Arrington

joined the group.
Mad River Transit usually consists of
eight singers with backup provided by
piano, drums and bass.

This year the

group has acquired an extra voice, but
the nine singers work well together.

because it’s jazz, and no one will notice.
The group’s
name is a spin-offof Manhattan Transfer, an internationally
known jazz vocal group. McKee said he
thinks MRT’s sound is unique, however.
“Anything that’s jazz with a twist, we
do,” he said, “That’s what sets us apart.
There’s none other like us in the area.”

“When we all come together, we sound
like one,” Arrington said.“The harmonies are so close together, you need a tight
O McKee added that the more the group
and the better the memworks
bers know each other, the better they
sound.
The group sings in four, five and someharmonies, pertimes eight or nine
forming a variety of jazz styles.

Other Mad River Transit singers are

Stacey Bareilles, Juanita Harris, Ellen
Rosebaugh, Evan Waters, Daniel Olson,

Steve Olson and Kevin Schieber.
Mad River Transit will
rm Saturday at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital Hall.
The group will
perform with the Vocal

“We do everything from 1940s jazz to

spiritual to Bobby McFerrin,” Arrington
said.
McKee added that this year the group
is working on “some really dissonant

Jazz Ensemble and guest artist Sunny

Wilkinson. Tickets are $4 general and $2
for students and seniors.

music.” He joked that it didn’t matter if a
singer in the group hits a “wrong note”
a,

aS
We

Fare thee well

HSU English Professor Judith
Minty, who will retire this year
and return to her Michigan
roots,
read prose and poetry last night
at Jambalaya.
The theme of her

reading was “beastiary”: The
writings were based on animal
lore and her experiences in the
wilderness.
Poets Jerry Martien
and Jim Dodge opened the
reading, which attracted a

capacity crowd.

ROBERT SCHEERVPHOTO EDITOR
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_$7,000 and a six-string guitar: |

‘Bl Mariachi’ gets back to basics

Name: Jill Petricca
Major: Music
Year: Junior
Discipline: Flute
Hometown: Eureka
began: At age 8. “It was an instrument
en
e Whshe
the girls were playing. °
HSU’s
of
e What she’s doing now: She is c member
PM Jazz Band, as well as

a combo known as

:

Rodriguez
has the
wt aan
-frame

ratio of any film

Film
Review

3

ity

tting out a product for Co-

still turns outa better movie than

(vibes), Alex Curtis (guitar), Sascha Jacobson (bass)
and Michael McKinnon (drums).
e inspirations: Her husband, her combo, Frank

ow

an entertaining sto

ge

also a film that shows it aoalirt
take millions to make decent

drug dealers. Naturally,a
woman is added to the recipe to
yield a Romeo and Juliet plot

movies

twist.

and econstlscelly,

“El Mariachi,” shot for $7,000

Zappa

e Career goals: She wouid like to teach at the high
school or junior high school level. “The outlook Is

bad for music in the schools.”
e idiosyncrasy: “| like to tap on one and three, not
two and four. It makes other musicians mad.°
e Favorite TV show: “Star Trek” (not “Deep Space
Nine“). She doesn’t like the fact that there aren't
any musicians in the show, however. And she would
pick Picard over Kirk to save the earth.
* What she cooks: “Italian, | make up hash, what-

ever.”
e On our weather: “I like the moldy rain.”

in Mexico, is also economic in
terms of the time it takes for

Rodriguez to tell his tale of romance, cold-blooded murder
and a musician’s coming of
in a violent world. At 80 min-

utes, it’s time well spent in a
theater.
Aninnocent
young
man lon
to live the life sbuicdieaiteeo

he travels from village
to village
in modern-day Mexico as a
mariachi, playing music in bars
to earn a living.
The film maker’s use of the

ies Reported by Robert Scheer

mistaken-identity plot device
puts the guitar player in the
middle ofa Ssaften betoveats two

maintains a high qual-

o story telling.

such as the conflicts

The film shows violence from

the first frame, but Rodriguez

artfully mixes an almost slapstick sense of humor with the
violence to lessen its effect. The
film was released with subtitles,
but they don’t detract from the
viewing experience.
Carlos Gallardo, as the
mariachi, stars in the film and is
mentioned in the creditsa dozen
times for tasks from operating
cameras to post-production edang.

riter and director Rodriguez
like number of chores,
handlesa
accounting for the student-film
feel of “El Mariachi.”
The cinematography reflects

ie face

werd.

Ecmndogal

“El Mariachi,” playing at the
Minor through Thursday, is not

barriers to overcome. We do kind of bicker a little
bit.” Other members of the combo are Derek Smith

sattention.

y “B] Mariachi” tackles tradiPw
themes along the way,

Rodriguez
Robert or:
Direct
Staring: Carlos Gallardo
Where:
The Minor

Pmbis Pictures this year, and

without comthe

s filfm has a crude

| —_

maker

most.

“Combokazi.”
e Thoughts on the combo: “It’s been an inspiring
experience.... We had a lot of communication

the limited

—

By Bill McLellan

hot and
tar p
Ba hikcnking in the
‘a
Senden tun vopetow canlina
to look for work.
of therbar points to
The owne
resting
a man with a
keyboardist
on two chairs.
punches a few buttons on the
instrument and it produces the
sound ofaseven-piece band. The
bar owner asks, “Why should I
hire you when I have a whole
band?”
“Technology has crushed us,”
responds the mariachi. At that
point, the musician knows that
if digitally sampled technology
has roca this bar, the bottom
of the entertainment food chain,
then a guy with an acoustic guitar had better keep his day job.
“El Mariachi” is not a great
film, but it is a good one. It’s a
remarkable freshman effort from

a 24-year-old film maker on a
shoe-string budget.
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Sprinters set three new records
ot coer

Coen

Three school records were brokenat the Chico Invitational last
weekend
as the women
tracksters geared up for the
Northern
California Athletic
Conference championships this
week.

Longquist named

Player of the Year
The Northern California Athletic Conference softball coaches
voted HSU outfielder Stacie
Lonquist Player of the Year and
Coach Frank Cheek Coach of the
Year Monday.
Five Lumberjack players were
named to all-conference teams.
Pitcher Kelly Wolfe,catcher Kim

Juan Ball, Tonia Coleman and

Denise Walker all broke school
records at the Chico Invitational
in preparation for theconference
championships Wednesday.
Ball broke the tape in the 100meter dash in 11.65

seconds de-

spite not being fully recovered
from a hamstring injury. It was a

Edmonds and infielder Jennifer

Fritz were selected to the first
team along with Lonquist. Outfielder Apple Gomezearned second team honors.
“Being a junior and being my

personal best for her and the
first time she has broken the 12second barrier. In addition to
breaking the school record, she
set a new Chico Invitational
record and automatically qualified for nationals.
“I haven’t been able-to practice as hard these last three weeks
because my hamstring is tender.
I was disoriented and I wasn’t
really able to run. I don’t Know

first year at a four-year institution, was very suprised to have
been named Player of the Year,”

Lonquist said. “It’s a great honor

to have been given this award.”

“I feel strongly that Kelly

should have been Pitcher of the

Year,” said Cheek. “That was a
4-3 vote and could have gone

what happened. I started out

strong and as soon as I hit the 80meter mark I went into some
other gear. It was crazy,” Ball
said.

either way. In my mind if we
had not had Kelly pitching this
year we would not have won the
conference.”

Ball has been hoping to getunder 12 seconds in the 100 for
some time. It takes a time of 11.8

Club has
best season

seconds for an automatic qualification for nationals.
“If Thad run an 11.99 I'd have
been happy just to get under 12,

since 1984

and I got 11.65 I was shocked.
I'm still going through shock. I

but when the results came in
can’t believe it was that fast. I’m

happy but I don’t know. I just

By Dirk Rabdau
SCSC=~CS
STAFF
(OMEERIACK

The HSU women’s lacrosse

club saved its best performance
for the playoffs.
But it wasn’t good enough for
awin.

Despite losing 15-10 at
Stanford University Saturday,
HSU came close to sefenting a
team which has been virtually
unbeatable in the past.
“We played our best game of
the year against Stanford. It’s
very surprising

because they

have very g

skills,” Nicole

Matthews, an attack wing, said.
Matthews, a journalism junior,

said

Stanford

usually

outscores HSU by at least 15
goals.
“This time we kept in check,”
kept their
Matthews said. “We

oo

contained and the game

ose.”
Earlier that day Matthews
helped HSU advance tothe playscoring a goal in the last
ofbyfs
20 seconds of overtime to beat

St. Mary’s 17-16.

The win gave HSU a record of

7-4 and sole
place in the

of third

Northern California

See Lacrosse, page 29

HE

ER

/

the 100Juan Ball shattered the 12-second berrier at the Chico invitational Wednesday, running
meter dash in a blistering 11.65 seconds.

feel weird,” Ball said.
Denise Walker set a new

See Sprinters, page 28

Young gives athletic department a boost
@ 49ers QB helps
athletic department

set new record for
fundraising.
By Ryan Jones

$6,000 luxury bus trip for 14, a
$4,000 round of golf and lunch
date with Young for four and a
trip for two to Superbowl XXVIII
that went for $3,600.
Young, who was named the
NEFL’s Most Valuable Player last
season, made his second appearance in four years at the dinner

U

San Francisco 49ers

back Steve Young helped
Athletic

Department

quarter-

HSU’s

gross

$130,290 as guest speaker for its
rts
Celebrity Dinner and
ThursInn
a
Eurek
the
at
Auction
day.
After covering the expenses of
the fundraiser, which was the
most profitable in Athletic Dertment history, Associate Ath[etic Director Tom Trepiak estimates a net gain of $91,000 for
the department.
Among the priciest packages
up for grabs at the auction was a

after being the guest speaker in
1990 as well.
Young said he was glad to be
back on the North Coast raising
money for HSU athletics.

“I’'vegotto give the Humboldt
State athletic department credit
because three years ago they
were willing to take a lowly
backup to try and raise some
money. Hopefully, this is the
payoff,” Young said.
Strong community support
and being able to make a direct

See Young, page 28

enswers
San Francisco 49ers quarterback Steve
questions from reporters at McKinieyville Airport Thursday.
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Young

letes,
I would tell them thereis
no excuse not to be educated,”

© Continued from page 27

While many professional athletes talk about the importance
of an education but are often
more worried about renegotiating multi-million dollar contracts, Young is backing up his
preaching — he attends law
school at BYU.

impact were reasons Young cited
for choosing to come to HSU to
raise funds rather than a university in the Bay Area.
“There isa lot of pride up here
and there area lot of people that
are committed to seeing
Humboldt State do well,” Young said.

Young said.

Young was in the middle of
. taking law exams when Joe Mon“If we can raise $100,000 to- tana was offered a chance by
day, we are going a long way to coaches to compete with Young
providing
that community a for the 49ers’ starting quarterback position.
wonderful athletic department
and a tee place to get eduYou would think this 180-decated,” he said. “I can’t think of gree turn in 49er policy would
’ abetter place for me to use whathave been a hindering distracever influence I have.”
tion for Young, who led the 49ers
to last season’s NFC champion“re who ran Brigham
Young University’s offense dur- ship game in “a transitional
ing his college career, added that year,” but it had the opposite
effect.
his first trip to the North Coast
made a

him.

lasting impression on

“I’ve followed (HSU) ever
since I came 7
three years
ago and they
have become my
second favorite,” Young said. “I
look at how BYU is doing and
then I look at Humboldt State. I
have fond memories of being up
here.”

Getting a good education is
something Young feels is impor_ tantand said it’s a responsibility
that’everyone has.
“I don’t think there is anybut an education. If I was

ing

to 100 professional
ath-

“It came in the middle of last
week’s emotional rollercoaster,

but I was really grateful for exams
to kind of focus
me on some-

thing else,” Young said.

Although
been sitting
MVP season
had decided
cisco, headd
lomatically.

Young could have
the bench after an
in 1992 if Montana
to stay in San Franthe issue dip-

“Tfitwas
in November it would

have been a different story because your focus
is on the game,”
Young said. “In April, you have
the luxury
of going und
and watching it unfold.”

Sprinters

it down to 60 flat,” Coleman said.
Coleman is the favorite head-

* ing into the conference championships. Her time is more than a
© Continued from page 27
second better than the next best
hurdier.
school record in the 1500 meters
“I don’t want to underestimate
witha time of 4:27.75. She placed
my
competition, but if I run my
second in the event, finishing
race
I should have no problem
less than a second behind Carrie
it,” Coleman said.
Luis from CSU Stanislaus.
Coleman
also runs the first |
“I wanted to beat her. She
pulled me through. I need to be for both the 400-meter relay an
the 1600-meter relay. Both relay
a little more
ive in my
teams
are ranked third in the
third 200 meters and I'll be right
conference
and need strong perthere,” Walker said. formances
to upset the
frontrunWalker also placed second to
ners.
Luis in the
with a time of
“Thecompetition
better watch
2:08.36. Both times in the 800
out
for
our
relays,”
Coleman
and the 1500 automatically
said. “We're taking names and
qualify her for nationals. Walker
we're
fast.”
will have another crack at Luis
With
Ball anchoring both reFriday and Saturday.
lay
teams
and dominating the
“My main goal is to concensprints,
and
Walker providing
trate on the 1
I have certain
strength in middle and long disI want to achieve in the
tance events, the women’s team
1,500. I don’t want to sacrifice
the 800, but my goals are in the is very strong and should be in
competition for the champion1,500,” Walker said.
One goal Walker has in the
ara Raquinio will provide
1,500 is to win the conference
depth
in the field events with
championship
for her fourth year
her
conference
leading high
in a row.
jump
of
5-5,
and
both
Michelle
Tonia Coleman’s time of
Latimer and Julie Murphy will
1:02.24 in the 400 meter hurdles
also
provide support in the javwas also a new school record
elin
and
shot put.
and aBstandard qualifying time
The
men’s
team is not as deep,
for nationals.
but its
in the distance
The B standard will not autoand
field
events
might
be enough
matically
get her in. It takes a
to
win
a
title.
time of 60 seconds to automatiDickerson anchors the
cally
ify her, but Coleman
field events
. His discus
feels
she can do it.
throw
of
169-6
leads
the confer“There’s room for improveence.
He
also
hasa
chance
to win
ment
in the first 100 meters.
I’m
the
shot
put
and
should
finish
in
at 62.4 now and I think
I can get

the top three or four.
Robert Fisher leads the conand is
ference in the ae
conference
t
h
e
in
man
the only
tojump over 24 feet. Brock Chase
looks to be a spoiler in the high
jump if Undrae Walker from
Stanislaus wavers.
HSU should dominate the distance events. HSU has the to
runners in the 800- and 10.
meter races and the top four in
the 1,500 meters. With strong
by Rio Anderson
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase
and Chris Parmer in the 5,000,
HSU could win every distance
event in the meet.
Dutch Yerton is the favorite in
the 800 meters. He is less than a
second away from making the B
standard qualifying time of 1:52
after running 1:52.58 in Chico
last weekend.
“Last week in Chico was a
breakthrough for me. I’m lowering my intensity

in training so

my legs are feeling fresh. I feel
more confident after Chico,”
Yerton said.
Jim Olson should easily win

the 1,500 this weekend. His time
of 3:52.95
is nearly three seconds
better than any other runner in
the conference. Olson wishes ~
had more competition so he
would be sucha to a
fying
time for nationals.
He should
also place in the 800.
The 10,000 meters is dominated by two Humboldtrunners.
Corey Trovinger and Scott
Whi
will most likely finish
one and two

vely, bar-

See

Track, page 28

AOL eM On tll r:
The Library Copy Center...
Conveniently located on campus
@

(which is GOOD when you’re in a hurry)

4 cent Happy Hours
(GOOD for your pocketbook)
oad

Self-service copiers
@

(no one can do it as GOOD as you can)

General school supplies
(when all you need is a GOOD pencil)

Over-the-counter copy services
for the GOOD stuff...multiple copies, colored paper,
thesis copying, transparancies, resumes,
enlargements/reductions)

May Special
Thesis Papers

The Lumberjack

Softball looks ahead to playoffs
By Russ Withers _

|

After clinching the conference
last week the Lumberjacks
warmed up for the NCAA Division
I] Western Regionalson May
15 with a 4-2 performanceat the
Sonoma Tournament.

The Lumberjacks dropped

es
State Hayward and
d State taking third place
in the tournament.
Humboldt State committed
seven errors to give the Hayward
Pioneers a 5-3 upset victory in
the second game of the Sonoma
Tournament Friday.
“We beat ourselves, Hayward
didn’t beat us. We only had one
bad inning,” Coach Frank Cheek
said. “But you can’t have one
bad inning and win against the
teams we play.”
The NCAA Division II No. 3-

nament champion Sonoma State
their only loss, beating them 9-3
on Saturday.
In other tournament games
Humboldt beat Chico State 4-3
in eight innings, Cal State

Stanislaus 4-1 and conference
rivals UC Davis 4-1.
“Iwas
disappointed. Portland,
Davis and Humboldt all were 42, but the run differential put us
in third place,” Cheek said. “If
we don’t win the tournament, I

don’t care where we finish.”

“Our job was to go down there

and play Portland and they beat
us, but we really beat ourselves,”
Cheek said. “I got a chance to

throw both

pitchers at them and

(Terra] Anderson really did the
best job. I got to see how both

ee would perform against
ortland.”
Wolfe, Jennifer

Fritz and

what's right and —
gest See

“pgs
rain

lies we

should host the tournament.
Portland has already hosted the
tournament once and it is more
likely that they will get rain,”
Cheek said.
“If they’re looking at cost, it’s
a lot cheaper to fly from San
Francisco to Portland than itis to
fly to Arcata. But if UC Davis
gets the fourth bid to the tournament it may be cheaper to play
here because Davis can just get
in a bus to get here,” Cheek
added.
Along with HSU, Portland
State and Cal State Bakersfield
have received three of the four
bids to the Western Regionals.
“We're hoping
to host the tournament because we've gota better chance of winning on our
field. We know the wind and we
know the field here and we
would get strong support here,”
Cheek expained.
The site for the Western

ranked Portland State Vikings
beat the Lumberjacks
5-1 on Sunday. Kelly Wolfe (26-5) picked
up both losses.

Wendy Batchelor were named
to the all-tournament team.
Both Portland State and Humboldt State have applied to host
the Western Regionals on May
15-16. “If the NCAA looks at

Lacrosse

Hall, 26, began coaching this
season after playing
for two years
on the team. She played previ-

Track

¢ Continued from page 27

ously for UC Santa Barbara.

© Continued from page 28

The Lumberjacks handed tour-

division
of the Western Women’s

Lacrosse League, its highest fin-

ish since 1984.
Mathews said the reason for

the team’s improvement is twofold: the disappearance of internal conflict and a new coach.
“We worked asa team instead
of as individual
players,”

atthews

said.

played as a unit.”

“We

finally

Matthews credits the newfound attitude to Coach Gail
Hall.

“J just had a lot more experience than the previous coach,”
she said.
“Before we would sit around
for an hour, throw the ball
around and then head home.

Nothing got done,” she said.
“This year, you don’t come to
practice, you don’t play,” she
said.
Even with a crop of returning
players, Hall didn’t expect this

year’s squad to even come close

to Stanford.
“I just wanted to beat St.
Mary's. I didn’t care about how

“She is more dedicated than
last year’s coach,” Matthews
said. “We spent a lot more time

we did against Stanford. I didn’t
expect us to play as well as we

practicing.”

did,” she said.

a
Take it from
ol blue eyes.
Harry’s is the

goods!

Regionals will be announced
next week.

ring any miracles from a host of
Chico runners.
The 5,000 meters will be in
some contention, but Chris

Parmer feels that he is in com-

mand despite being beatby Matt
Johanson

from

San

Francisco

State last weekend at Chico.
“That was his token against
me. It will never happen again,”
Parmer said. I'll take him out
that’s no problem. He’s really
not even a factor.”
“I’mdefinitely planning to win
the 5,000. There’s no doubt in
my mind about that.”

If Parmer’sconfidence
spreads

throughout the team there is no

telling what could happen.

“Intramural

Tournament Play
Continues This
Week, Good Luck
to All Teams!”
(Brackets and seedings
posted in Forbes Complex)

<¢ | Upcoming Tournaments:

Softball
Tournament

(Outdoors at Sports Complex)
Rescheduled for May 15 & 16.
Sign your team up now!
ost: $40.00 Student Team

$80.00 Community Team

Thanks to all pemeneang
Super-Teams.
Order of finish:
Ist - Who Knows?
2nd - Black Sox
3rd - Couldn’t Tell Ya

Congratulations to

Softball Tournament Winners!
“Super
“CO-ED”

Good

Co-ed”
- SUDS
- SCHUMPTY .

Luck to

All Teams!
King of Sports
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senior Reggie Bolton have been
Physical education senior Jason White, above, and social work
al Strength and Conditioning
recognized for outstanding physical condition by the Nation

Buffed dudes

HSU conditioners draw national honors
By Peter Finegan
U

Former HSU football players
Reggie Bolton and Jason White

lifted themselves to national recition after being named

* Comic Books °
Featuring Original Comic Art

sre ROcite ea setae RSIe) oeiCos
JACOBY STOREHOUSE - On the Plaza - Downtown Arcata

TECHICA (
$75.2
An unbeatable value.
Versatile, light weight and
heavy loads. A
able to
classic all terrain boot for
extended day hikes or

everyday travel.

to

the All-America Strength and

Conditioning Team.
Onl
50 meny
were named from
colleges nationwide.

“Strength and power allowed
Jason and Reggie to dominate

game
of the
their respective sides
despite their lack of height and
weight,” said Drew Petersen,
HSU’s strength and conditioning coach, who nominated the
players.

ges fr both undersized
guys relative to their position,”
Petersen said.
Bolton, a social work senior
who played as a linebacker,
stands at 5 feet, 11 inches and
weighs 210 pounds, but bench
presses 430 pounds — over
double his weight.
He squats550
pounds and power cleans 305
pounds.
Petersen described the power
clean as an “explosive power of

¢ Lightweight Mid-Cut Boot
¢ Cordura / Split Leather Upper
¢ Hi-Carbon Rubber outsole

¢ Air-Flo Insole

the legs to generate the bar upwards and adjust the body so
one can catch it underneath.”
Bolton, who has been named
to the team two years in a row,

runs a 40-yard dash in 4.7 seconds.
“It’s a great honor,” said
Bolton, who said he works out
four to five hours per week during the football season and 10
hours per week in the off season.
“Drew was one of the main

reasons for reaching that status

and developing that potential,”
Bolton said. “The program was
us to do
set up for us, he a
ed
motivat
he
and
certain things,
us to work
harder.”
Bolton, whois graduating this

year, will return next fall to as-

sist football coaching. After the
season he’ll enter an internship
with the Alameda County Probation Department.
White, a physical education
senior, played offensive lineman.
Though he is 5 feet, 10 inches
and weighs 200 pounds, White

bench
presses 340 pounds,
squats 550 pounds and power
cleans 305 pounds.
He runs a 40-yard dash in 4.9
seconds.
“It’s
great to get recognized
for all the work in the weight
room,” White said. “It paid off
for me as well as far as having a
good football year.”
White, who attributes his suc-

cess to self-motivation, said that

during the off-season he works
out four days a week in sessions
which last one and a half to two
hours. During the football sea‘lifted a
son, however, he
half-hour twice a week.

“It’'stoohard towork outmuch

during the season,” White said.
White will return next year to
earn his teaching credential and

aspires to teach and coach football someday.

Petersen said the All-America
Strength and Conditioning
team
is selected by the National
Strength and Conditioning Association.

. He said the 15-year-old organization produces a monthly
journal and certifies strength
coaches working in high school,
college and professional athletics.
It’s motto, according to
Petersen, is: “Optimal athletic
performance through strength
and conditioning.”
“There are many intangibles
incompetition that youcan’tcontrol,” Petersen said. “What you
can control is to make sure that
you are physically prepared.
When Reggie and Jason
stepped onto the field,
they were
as strong, as fast and as conditioned as was possible.”

EDITORIAL
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Timber bill would set dangerous precedent
wei

sO

aaa
f

if they weren't

Treille would mandate, among

other provisions, a 75

t tax

on the “fair market value” of old-

wth redwood timber, loss of deuctions for expenses incurred in
the ,
e ore or redwoods,would prohibit the
loggin

of old growth to retire public debts
and would prohibit the use of old

growth as collateral for debts.

Thebills describe old
timber as “any redwood timber on a
tract on which at least 10 percent of
the redwood trees are at least 150
rs old.” Seems like a reasonable
definition.
Ah, but wait — there’s a catch.
The definition also includes “disualified securitized redwood
timber,”or timber used as collatpes ah debts, and profits generated
by old-growth timber used
¥

ay on interest or principal on

The sweeping definitions of timber aside, the definition of “fair
market value” will also cause problems. The market value is decided
by many factors — supply and demand come immediately to mind.
This will present inequities to anyone foolish enough to harvest their
redwood, depending on market
conditions.
Contrary to what EPIC and other
environmentalist groups say, the
tax does amount to a taking, and as

such is a violation of the Fourth
Amendment, which guarantees
against unreasonable search and seizure.
Even if this constitutional question

can be sidestepped, thereis the

larger

supposition, based onanevenwe
premise, that the federal government
will improve the situation in
California’s old-growth forests by effectively taking over their management.
_ There is no indication this supposition is based in reality.
However, there is a bright side to
the bills — their enactment would
provide employment for more bureaucrats and lawyers to oversee and
interpret the new laws. Hopefully,
the new jobs would be commptesehy
paid for by the tax on timber profits,
and the balance sheet would add u
— to a net gain of nothing for U.S.
taxpayers.

e timber industry

oe from old-growth

will move

4

harvesting. It

THE DAT
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Northern California’s old-growth
mustbe protected , buta bill banning
old-growthharvesting would be more
appropriate and more reasonable.
is bill is a thinly disguised assault on MAXXAM.
MAXXAM needs to account for and
radicly alter its timber and labor poli> but this bill does not guarantee
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It only guarantees that the creeping
blob of government will see this as an
effective way to deal with controversial issues. That must not happen.

Letters to the editor
have regarding sexual violence in our
society.

Rape awareness
Regarding The Lumberjack’s opposition to the proposed rape awareness class:
Cornell University has a rape awareness

class similar to the one proposed on the
Associated Students ballot.
A study by Dr. Andrea at Cornell University found that after implementing
such a class, the attitude and environ-

ment on campus changed so that people
felt safer reporting incidents of sexual
assault.
Whether or not this class is the most
effective method of rape awareness and

education, it is preferable to doing nothing and will help men and women examine the myths and misinterpretations we

Questians

the editorial content of The

Lumberjack should be directed to the editor.

The

eset cola
words.

editorial is written based on the majority

Sutminsens mut be yped end we San

The
Letters to the Editor can be mailed or delivered to
Calif.
Arcata,
HSU,
6,
East
Hall
Lumberjack, Nelson
and
98521. Letters must be received by S p.m. Friday,
must be 208 words or lees. Letters and guest columns and
must include the writer's name, city, phone number,
are
major and year in school if from a student. They

subject to editing for grammar, style, content and length.

Peter Giampaoli

senior, wildlife management

Discourage driving

The Earth Day closure to the B Street
car parking wasa wonderful success and
all involved should be commended.
I am sure anyone who traveled by
human power down the street that day
felt a lot more safe and calm than if cars
had been present.

Often it seems the powers-that-be define the transportation problems oncam-

pus and in Arcata as one of not enough
parking.

The most pressing transportation issue our community faces is not that there

is not enough parking, but that we have
too many Cars.
Building a new parking deck on campus is no solution, and in fact, only intensifies the problem.
Alternative transportation must be
sought be discouraging driving not by
paving more places for peopleto ive.An
bus system and better cycling
en
routes and facilities are the best way to
attenuate the dangerous and pernicious
problem of too many cars on campus.
Gordon Leppig
senior, botany

Insensitivity toward men
I enjoyed your review on the Warrior

Queen, but why couldn’t you have given
her bigger breasts in the sketch filler?

Are you so naive to not know that
Warrior Queens traditionally have had

big breasts?
am deeply anguished over your
paper’s insensitivity to the plight of the
men on this campus, particularly the
white, middle class, heterosexual ones.
I would certainly hope that if you ever

do a story on Warrior Kings, they be

endowed with larger-than-life penises.

Get it together, Lumberjack.
Jason A. Kraeger

junior, history and philosophy

pect of society, and if we openly admit to

not being racist we need to think long and

hard, because this means we probably
are.

Anyone who understands the extent to

which racism exists in our culture knows
it is virtually impossible to make such a
claim.
Admitting to not being racist is like
admitting that one no longer needs to
regard racism as an important issue.
I think Thomas was right on by suggesting that white people are essentially
culture stealers.
Weare notentitled to declare ourselves
“active opponents of racism” just because
we listen to reggae music or go see
“Malcolm X.”
Alissa Resch

Whites are responsible

Iam white. Iam also having a difficult
time with racism.

Ican’t believe the responses I’ve heard

in regards to Ana Raquel Thomas' article,
“The culture vultures come home to
roost.”
Why is it every time white people are

asked to “Shut up and listen” we immediately take defense?
Wake up, white America.
Weare the cause of racism and it is our

responsibility to rid our country of this

sick problem.
Prejudice permeates nearly every as-

junior, science

Inaccurate reporting

I would like to commend The Lumber-

jack student reporters for producing the
weekly paper.

For the past three years I have looked
forward to each edition.

Recently, though, Iam becoming disil-

lusioned.
The problem is I just can’t trust anything you print anymore.

See Letters, page 33
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B Street takeover

Unrealistic solution to car congestion

@ Activity penalizes those with no

alternative to driving — cyclists and
skateboarders need to obey traffic laws.
By Sandra Casassa
GUEST

COLUMNIST

he most recent Earth Day

barricading of the park
ing meters on B Street has

prompted this column.
Iwould liketoregister my com-

plaint concerning such activities.

There is an increasingly anti-

automobile attitude developing
at HSU and elsewherein thecom-

munity.
Most logical, reasonable, in-

telligent people would agree it is
not possible for everyone who
either works at or attends HSU
to live on-campus.
By its very nature and location
HSU was never designed to be
an entirely in-residence campus
and has been described in past
campus and CSU literature as a
commuter campus.
While the current sentiments
run contrary to this for many

legitimate reasons, the students
and staff should not be penalized for driving their cars.
True and realistic alternatives
do not exist for campus users
who must drive from outlying
areas and who need to carry

more each day than what a mere
basket on a bicycle will allow.
Humboldt County weather is
another factor to be considered
by those of us who like to arrive
at our destinations ina relatively

condition.
addition there are those
who, for whatever medical readry

sons,cannot ride bicycles or walk

long distances.
ecurrent “mass transit” bus
system simply does not and
probably cannot provide theservices many of us would need for
it to be a truly practical alternative to the private vehicle — for
example, safe and paved lots to
park our cars while using the

bus, adequate numbers of seats
and buses, an increased number
of bus stops and address scheduling conflicts.
As for keeping the inner campus auto-free, there are many
reasons, medical and otherwise,
why it is necessary to have some

auto access and parking within
the inner campus areas.
Asa staff member, I have witnessed students illegally parking in staff-only lots.
This is hardly the behavior of
someone who may be protesting

e
of vehicles.
the inner campusus
access
this
The fact is we all need
for a variety of reasons.

I understand the good intentions of activities such as the barricading of parking spaces
coupled with the display of various modes of alternative transport, the end result may well be
the alienation of the people
nt y influence and
mea
to positivel
enlighten.
Many times it is the attitude

with which something is done,
rather than the event itself, that
prompts a negative response.

For example, asI drove by one

of the displays a video camera
to be filming one
appeared
woman as she let out a shrill
scream while staring straight at
me and stepped nearly into the
path of my vehicle — the crosswalk wasnowhere in sight. How
does this kind of behavior aid
the cause?
Socially conscious and responsible behavior is the heart of the
matter.

Asanautomobile driver Ihave

had multitudes of near-death

experiences with cyclists, skateboarders and pedestrians —
and
arrogant
oblivious,
appallingly indifferent to traffic
|
laws.
The laws are to be obeyed by
all who take advantage of the
privilege of using the public
—on and off campus.
roadways
When the rules of the road are
not obeyed, insurance agents or
emergency room personnel will
attest to the potentially grave
consequences of any (bicycle or
pedestrian-vehicle) encounter.
¢ A majority of cyclists and
skateboarders ride straight
through intersection stop signs.

e Ride rather than walk their

bikes inside crosswalks.
e Ride on the sidewalks and
streets.

e Suddenly forget how to
make left-hand turns.

e Swerve directly into the path

of a vehicle without looking.
As a result, they nearly cause
disasters.
If the Transportation Committee, HSU Clubs or Earth Day
organizing committees would
like to do something truly useful, they could sponsor official
cycling education workshops
and encourage the testing and
licensing of cyclists and skateboarders every semester to ensure their responsible observance of the laws.
Their corporal preservation
depends on awareness.
t we all should be fighting, educating and lobbying for
are alternative, non-polluting
fuels such as ethanol and other
power sources for vehicles.
graduate
Casassa is the —
sciences
bilogical
the
in
secretery
department.

Weekend finals unnecessary Women’s Center
ieteas.

By Sean Larsen

o what do you think of the
fall finals schedule?
In case you haven’t noticed, finals are scheduled for
Dec. 17-21 — Friday through
Tuesday.
Thelast day of instruction
will
Then
15.
Dec.
Wednesday
be on
we will get a one day study
“weekend” on Thursday to get
epared for a glorious “week”
PF finals that les through the
normal weekend.
Nice little surprise, isn’t it?
to the Office of AcaAccording
this strange schedAffairs
demic
ule was needed to accommodate special problems which
seem to be rather nebulous, as
nobody will say what they are in
relation toany alternative sctiedule.
Philosophy professor Michael
chair ofthe
the present
Goodman
say when
did
Senate,
Academic
making an academic calendar
they try to have an equal number of Mondays, Tuesdays and
other instruction days.
He way HSU = only be 40
wor

wi

a

riod for the |faculty and aff
being
with the first
all of
gare
the end of phan th
tember.
nce the entire CSU system
probseems tobe having various
S
the
lems with kee
open lately, I decided to check
around and see how some of the
other campuses were dealing

with these calendar problems.
e I checked on Sacramento
State University.
30,
Its semester will start Aug.
finals
the same as HSU. But its
Monnormal
a
13-17,
Dec.
are
day-Friday.
Sacramento State did not seem
to have a problem with its calendarsoI checked with CSU Chico.
¢ Chico will
23 and have fi

begin classes Aug.

Dec. 13-17, a

week longer but still a normal
schedule.
e San Jose State Universi

decided to split the difference. It
will start on Aug. 25, a Wednesday, but will still have finals Dec.
13-17.
So why aren’t these other CSU
schools having similar problems
and similarly strange schedules?
Whyare these + a ae pd
that they require
ficult to handle
finals week to be scheduled dura weekend?
these problems were so difwhy
ficult to deal with otherwise,
weren't they considered to be
to bringup to
important en
the students and faculty.
When Ihaveasked my instructors why we have this strange
schedule, I have first had to convince them I am not joking before they tell me they knew nothing about it.
this edl
Suppos
schedule ywas
dent two
taken to the A.S.
years
ago when it was being
planned. Therefore it had student input.
Something that affects every
studentattending the university
should be brought
up in a man-

ner that gives the majority of
students a chance to hear about
it.

It is common knowledge that
most of us aren’t that concerned
about what goes on at A.S. gatherings, as we have other things
that are more important to us
than what the school’s mascotis.
Why would the A.S. president
He knew
have cared anyway?
he would graduate by now.
Supposedly this schedule is
already in print and can’t be
changed now. I think if we raise
a big enough stink with the

school president, the Office of

Academic Affairs and the Academic Senate, anything is possible.
Ofcourse, that’s assuming we
don’t act like the pathetic sheep
they are hoping for. The timing
of when the information became
known by the students, faculty
and staff was perfect for not getting a response, as the administrators knew when we would be
busiest this semester.
However, if we do end up getting stuck with this ridiculous
schedule we at least have the
right to know the reasoning behind it.
And if thatis not good enough
we can always throw a monkey
wrench into the process in December. For those who can’t be
forced to work on the religious
Sabbath, it will be a grievance
issue if they attempt to force us

to take a final on it.

Larsen is an environmental re-

sources engineering senior.
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“Erica” put me on hold, rephone and said,
turned to the
“We have n
to say.”

By Terry Prucha

Thatis up with the
interacted with the center for

condeeply ,
| am hs
six mont

on

cerned about what is
over there.

—

From
my own

experience

and the experiences of othersI

believe it should be renamed

“the anti everyone except for
who we decide center.”

Today’s ei . has led

meto t
e

and concerned

"rally.

I chose to believe
no orga

nizer of therall jadvocaud a:

fence

and

I phoned

the

Women’s
Center to confirm my
- thoughts.
_ “Brica” was

answ

phonesatthetime.

your tone of voice indicates to
me that I am

sss

me.

"Eo my question
o this: What
is the purpose
2
isCenter?
of the Women’s

Impressions made by the

Women’s Center, intentionally
or not, lean toward “clique

and “no men
talities.

This includes

allows

the cold recep-

tion given to visitors
who drop

inorcall
the center,
Excuse me, butisn’t

thatsimi-

larto the reasons
why Carson

House wastargeted?

“Erica”
is probably.a'

exactly whai

rethe rally, has a statement

g shec
the incident
gardin

bot

and you don’t want : help

the

When lasked ifthe Women’s

“Erica,

At this point I said,

responded, “And vee en , ga bet

.

OPINION
Listen:

pened there.

GUEST COLUMNIST

e have something to say about
eee

Manyof usare white and have
grown upina white culture which allows
privilege to whites only.
White is seen as “normal.”
In the fight against oppression we still
remain so fragmented — we talk about
racism, sexism, homophobia.
Racism is not something we can slot off
into “just another issue,” have a conference
here and there, get a woman of
color’s perspective here and there.
Just as rape is a man’s problem, racism
is a white person’s problem.
When a person of color has experienced racism it is not her or his responsibility to redress that racism and educate
whites.
For those of us here who are white, we
consider it our responsibility and the responsibility of other whites to speak
against racism and against aculture which
assigns whites privilege based on whiteness alone.
What is anger?
Anger is a reaction to something — we
are not born angry. Something has hap-

Too often
people focus on the anger
without looking to find its source.
People of color are angry about racism.

None of this anger will be healed by hordes
of peace, love and happiness advocates
telling everyone to just “be a little less
angry.”
They say, “Tone it down. That anger

won't get you very far. No one wants to
listen to that.”
We need to listen. Wake up from the
stupor, folks.
The “don’t worry, be happy” approach
doesn’t really solve anything. It’s just a

complacent pat on the back.
People who have been oppressed by
racism have a right to their anger, a right
to be heard without being personally attacked and hatefully slandered.
When is the cause of the anger going to
be addressed?
When are whites going to recognize the
privileges we enjoy just because we are
white?
How many of you reading this think
there are fewer whites in jail because
whites commit fewer crimes?
How many think we have so few minority and women professors because
white men are simply more qualified?

Women step out of line
By Jennifer R. Sanders
GUEST COLUMNIST

TE: ake Back the Night” was an organ ized march that began at dusk on

April 24 at the gazebo in Old Town
Eureka.
The event was sponsored by the
Women’s Center and the Rape Crisis
Team.
No matter what you might have heard,
the march was not a successful one.
After a time of music, poetry and performance art, the group headed down
Old Town to honor and recognize women

in their strength and safety at night.
The group. ended up at the Ingomar
club.
They went up to the club, trespassing

Each waiter received punches to the
stomach, kicks to the legs and scratches

to the skin.
One of the young men even received a
blow to the face, leaving him with a nice
bruise to the nose and right cheek.

What kind of march is this? It was

certainly not successful one.

Why didn’t anyone try to stop these
women? Why did those who were there
watch this happen?
Taking anger out on someone because
of their sex is just as criminal as taking it
out on someone because of religion, race,

color or beliefs.
Those that threw the blows assaulted
two innocent men. They broke the law.

Next time there is a women’s march or

demonstration they should realize there

on private property.
Two waiters were outside trying to tell
the marchers they were on private prop-

are millions of wonderful men in this

e marchers tried to get inside while

in the face would have never hurt a

om

the two waiters tried to keep peace.
The men were pushed inside the build-

ing by several of the women. While in-

side they were trapped and several

women decided to take out their anger

world that are on their side, not against
them like they might think.
By the way, the young man that was hit
woman. I know because he is an important man in my life.
You hurt my little brother.
Sanders is a liberal studies senior.

on these young men.

Letters:
© Continued from page 31
Your program is failing its students by
not training them in quality as well as
quantity.
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Defensiveness worsens racism conflict

By Ari Krakowski

oe

Wednesday, May 5, 1993

In the past year your paper has printed
three stories about the Institute for Industrial Technology.
The first contained five errors but only
a couple were really significant.
The last article was only four paraphs long and it had six major errors.
pointed this out to your faculty
I
said it was not his problem
adviser

How many believe that just because we
have laws against racial discrimination,
institutionalized racism is a thing of the
past?

If you said yes, you are blinded to

racism.
We will not eradicate racism just because whites say “we're not racist.”

That’s not confronting the issue. What
needs to happen is for whites to say “Yes,
Iam racist, just by nature of the fact that
I grew up white in America. My
worldview has been bleached artificially
and I didn’t even know it.”
When someone expresses anger because they’ve experienced chronic racism, we need to say, “I hear you,” and

reflect this in our action.
Some whites call this anger reverse
racism.
There can be no such thing as reverse

racism because only whites have this institutionalized power and privilege with
which to oppress another ethnic group
across racial lines.
The white defenses flew up in response
to Ana Raquel Thomas’ article, “The culture vultures come home to roost” in a
recent Matrix publication from the
Women’s Center.
As her points were contorted and mis-

interpreted with blinding accusations of
“angry separatist and segregationist,” we

heard whites heave a huge sigh of relief.
If you blew it off that easily you'd better
think again.
At the Take Back the Night rally we
saw racism. We saw a white police officer
accuse a black woman of a crime she was
nowhere near.
All he had tosay was “You, Irrecognize
you. What’s your name?”

He wasn’t even at the scene.
At the Women’s Center we recieved a
letter concerning the Matrix publication
which was so racist, hateful and attacking, we feel it is only worthy of print in
police files.
It’s sad we cannot even have a dialogue about the issue of racism without
white defense rushing to block the flow
of communication.
Weneed more than one-sided dialogue
where whites happily walk away smugly
“assured” we have dealt with the issue.
We have not even begun.
Krakowski writes on behalf of members of
the Women’s Center.
She is an environmental politics and

women's studies senior.

Unrestricted parking
trim costs from our budget.

By Theresa Morales
GUEST COLUMNIST

A

Ithough
lic

safety

Why is this not also the case with

the issue of pub
is

not

always

in the forefront of our minds, it
is an issue that concerns us all.
Unfortunately, what HSU’'s policy
makers define as public safety does not
address all of our concerns.
HSU’s policy on after-dark parking
for next semester shows exactly how

exclusive our definition of public safety
is.
If public safety attempts to take every
precautionary measure necessaryin creating the safest environment possible,

how does restricted after-dark parking
help fulfill this goal?
.
The threat of physical harm is a con-

cern men and women live with every
day.

The students at HSU are not excempt

from this reality.

The opportunity for students to park

as close to their evening classes as pos-

sible, in well-lit areas, serves several
purposes.
bo

gg

greater peace of mind and

unrestricted after-dark parking?
Our public safety officials wouldn’t
ever think about quantifying individuals’ fear of fire hazards into dollars and

cents; yet they are doing exactly that

when addressing women’s fears about
after-dark parking.
HSU’s money problems concerning

parking fees are a result of the
Chancellor’s Office setting a parking
fee whichisthesame forall CSU schools,
not because we are trying to create a
safer environment for our students.

Unlike the other CSU schools, HSU is

not a commuting campus. We simply
cannot compete with other CSU cam-

puses in terms of parking fees.

Instead of using other CSU systems
as examples, HSU’s progressive measures in creating a safer environment

for all students should be a model for
other CSU campuses.
Unrestricted parking does not completely eliminate the threat of physical
harm. The problem is too pervasive and
widespread.
Nor can we think that unrestricted
after-dark parking is the best solution.

and I obviously didn’t understand what

a
safer, more conducive learning environment, especially for females students.
Without this very necessary public

months ago.

using the basiceducational services they
pay for, such as the library and computer labs.
Fire prevention safety is an intricate
par of our public safety codes.

Yet, until we can implement a more
effective way of dealing
with the issue
at hand, we must do what we can: the
escort service, UPD foot patrol and unrestricted parking.

our policy on fire prevention in order to

and humanities representative.

an adviser is aes to do.
So I brought the problem up to the
editor in chief.
After anice discussion the editor promised to print a correction. That was
Unfortunately, I am finding out that

ours is a common experience.

For many students The Lumberjack is
interesting until they realize how many
and other errors there
mistakes, misprints
are in every story.

After that, it is hard to enjoy anymore.
If you want quality you cannot hide your
mistakes.
On the contrary, only by exposing

safety measure women are deterred from

It would be absurd toassume wecould
eliminate our fire parking zones from

problems can you solve them.
Perhaps you should try reading about
statistical quality control techniques before you get a permanent reputation as
The Lumberjoke.
At this point I figure I might as well

Something like a shuttle service would
be a more effective and accessible to
more students.

Morales is the Associated Students arts

read the Enquirer.

At least it has colored pictures.
Eric Van Duzer
senior, industrial technology
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SERVIC
VACATION CABIN-5 acres with
private cabin on side road, private
beach on Trinity River near Alps.
Sleeps 5. Rent by week, month or
season.

443-9868.

443-3685.

LOOKING FOR NON-SMOKING
FEMALE to share furnished twobedroom apartment with senior
biology major. Rent $239 includes
laundry facilities, H2O & garbage.
Call 826-2268.

.

SHARE HOUSE FOR SUMMER.
Two

rooms

available

in 4 bed-

room, 2 bath house. $220/month.
Share utilities, close to campus
and transportation.

7751.

Arcata. 826-

!

FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT. Great location at 9th & lin
Arcata. $1050/month. Also, Studio apt. with new paint and carpet.

826-2701.

Leave message.

ARCATA2 BEDROOM, $550/MO
1139 12th St. Close to campus
and town, large rooms. Garbage
and water paid, take over lease.

Available May 20. 822-8738.

house in Arcata area. Employed
couple needs home June 1. Great

references, one year lease
plossible. Contact Christopher,
826-1555.
SUMMER SUBLET: 1 BDRM fully
furnished wicable TV.

Modern,

clean, near Mad River Hospital.
No pets. $300/month. Mike 8224476.

WHY RENT when you might be
able to own a 3 bdrm, 2.5 bath
townhouse in Arcata. This is a
great opportunity to have your liv-

ing expenses covered by roommates. With normal down, payments are less than prevailing
rents. Worth exploring the possibilities! PRO-Pacific Realty. 8267103.

THE FAIRVIEW REGENCY will
have a few two-bedroom suites
available June 1 for one-year
leases. Downtown Arcata next to
Angelo’s Pizza, 545 H Street.
One of
Close to everything.
Arcata’s nicest. Furnished or un$478 monthly.
at hed
nis
furstarting
HSU for
Serving
$200 depasit.
ONE

822-2146.

BEDROOM

APT.

«28

FOR

15-Aug15,

$250/

Call 822-8909,
month.
message.

Leave

RENT

May

RAISE
A COOL

*1000

5/5

0550.

COMPUTER-286
4-80 IBM
CLONE. 4mb ram, 80 meg hard
drive, VGA Graphics & monitor,

Panasonic printer, mouse & several software programs. $1100
OBO. Tim 822-8628.
YARD SALE SATURDAY MAY 8.
Flower andvegetable starts, clothing, furniture, kitchenware, plants,
big pillows, bike, etc. 2285 Jay St.
(off Sunset).
3865X/33 ALMOST

NEW.

NEED A RIDE? (F-ma I’mdriving
East on I-80 to Connecticut right
after finals. Room for one (two?)
to share gas & good ride.
Jonathan-822-2739.

$200

OBO, Jason, 822-1068.

HAVE YOU JUMPED? Freefall
Bungee Guides, trips by appointment. Gravity, smiles and reasonable rates guaranteed! For more
info or to book a jump call 8262001.

MUST GO. Furniture, applicances,
stereo equipment, recreational
gear, moped, much more. Come
make offer. 2001-Adams Court,
Arcata. May 8 9 till all sold.

KAYAKS! Used, barely used and
new. All major models. Paddles,
vests, spraydecks, fleece, flota-

horsepacking adventures—excellentrates, terrific horses, any riding

tion, mitts, drysuits, helmets, ropes
and lots more. Inexpensive tradeins accepted. 826-0110.

the nearly 500 people who voted
for me in the A.S. elections. My

biggest thank you goesto Gabriela
Fajardo who helped me greatly
the campaign.

‘Again,

thanks. Blaze Baker.
MOUNT ST. HELENS SPECTACULAR FOOTAGE OF ECOLOGICAL CATASTROPHE. Free
Showing FH118 Friday, May 7, 5-

CORN SNAKE WITH TANK and

7:30 p.m. “A geological spectacle

hot rock.

with REVOLUTIONARY

After 5—822-1195.

SAGAELECTRIC GUITAR $100;

CRATE amplifier, $50. Excellent
condition.
822-8519.

Must sell soon.
:

Call

MOUNTAIN BIKE: Mongoose
IBOC Series; likenew. $325 OBO.
Skis: K-2 5500 model, 195cm,
Lookbindings; excellent condition,
$225 OBO. 826-0174.
WANT TO GET STARTED IN
TAPING, or just want a quality
Walkman Sony WM-D3 Pro
w/mic inputs, amorphous
Walkman
rec/play head. $150 OBO. Call
Pat 826-9774.

WANTED
SUB-LEASE.
courteous

couple

WORD PROCESSING $2/PAGE.
Manuscripts, brochures, flyers,
24-hour
general typing, etc.
w/touch
1,
444-471
s,
message

tone. Enter your phone number,
hang up after “thank you.”

implica-

IT’S THAT TIME OF YEAR
AGAIN, graduation andthe end of
corner. Let PEMBERTON’S PACK
& POST help with your shipping
needs

to wherever

by Safeway.

next

Call us if you will

need your stuff picked up.
2020.

826-

QUALITY TYPING, REASONABLE RATES.
Terry McBride
Typing:

442-6511.

Pick-up and

delivery available.

tions.” Institute for Creation Research.

Advertise

PLACE CLASSIFIED ADS AT
THE UNIVERSITY TICKET OFFICE by Friday, 4 p.m., before
Wednesday publication. Special
student rate just $2 for 25 words,
5¢/word thereafter.

en

The

Lumberjack

ments

the communication

and

public information aspect of the

Deadline is May 10, 1993.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYEarn $600+/
MENT-tisheries.
or $4,000+/
ies
week in canner
month on fishingboats. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. MALE OR FEMALE.
For employment program call 1206-545-4155 ext. A6047.

SUMMER COUNSELORS: Base_ball-Basketball-Tennis.

Experience.

Athletic

Outstanding N.Y.S.

Co-ed Resident Camp, 2 hours
from N.Y.C. Excellent facilities,
travel allowance. 914-693-3037.

Camp Kennybrook, 19 Southway,

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT—Make $2000+ per month

teaching basic conversational En-

glish abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
many provide room & board + other
benefits. No previous training or

teaching certificate required.

May

OIL

CHANGE

witilter $22.95

Sat. 10W40 Castrol

Some Modele Slightly

"5-12-93

Enjoy the Far Side!

822-

WANTED: ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMER to collaborate on a TSR programming
project. Jim 442-2216.

qr
Sl
ANT

RENTED AFTER
JUST ONE WEEK IN
THE LUMBERJACK
CLASSIFIEDS!
STUDIO APARTMENT , $300/
MO. Live alone, really close to
campus; quiet person, please.
Call 822-0436 or 826-9558
A.S.A.P.
=e

PLACE CLASSIFIED ADS AT
THE UNIVERSITY TICKET OFFICE by Friday, 4 p.m., before
Wednesday publication. Special
student rate just $2 for 25 words,
5¢/word thereafter.

Tuesday Evening
Report
Every Tuesday at 7 p.m.
on a

0

PLUS $1000
FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation.
No cost.
And
a FREE
IGLOO COOLER

if you qualify. Call
1-800-932-0528,
Ext. 65
African cousin, the junkyard rhino offers the
ultimate in property protection.

For

program call 1-206-632-1146 ext.
J6047.

less

IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLACE CLASSIFIED ADS AT
THE UNIVERSITY TICKET OFFICE by Friday, 4 p.m., before
Wednesday publication. Special
student rate just $2 for 25 words,
5¢/word thereafter.

your

destination may be. We ship either
UPS or USPS. We are located in
the Uniontown Shopping Center

desperately

seeking summer sublease.
0820.

NATOR—Associated Students
1993-94 Coordinates and imple-

Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530.

Loaner Bicycles Available!

Quiet, clean and

&

the school year are around the

THANKS, THANKS, THANKS. to

during

We fix Laser Printers!

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING
TRANSCRIBING NEEDS call
443-6128 and ask for Mearl.

SEAHORSES! Enjoy horseback
riding on gorgeous Clam Beach—
individuals or groups—mountain

NOTICES

Associated Students. Also serves"
as elections commissioner of the
Associated Students elections.
$800 for Academic Year. Contact
826-3771 for more information.

EXPERIENCED,
COPY EDITOR
PROFESSIONAL
poor
misspellings,
will eliminate
phrasing
grammar and awkward
fromyour essays andreports. 8398752.

THRILLS

SALE—EVERYTHING

8752.

826-1579.

839-4414.

ability OK—gift certificates—4442894.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

EXCELLENCE IN ON-SITE
MACINTOSH REPAIR, upgrade
and system design. System Shop

FEEL SAFE!
NOW AFFORDABLE SECURITY. Small & very
loud, lightweight personal alarms
starting at only $30. Home and
Car systems available. Call Kurt

COORDI-

EXPERIENCED
COPY EDITOR
PROFESSIONAL
poor
misspellings,
will eliminate
phrasing
awkward
grammar and

fromyour essays andreports. 839-

1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,87, 144,233, 377, 610.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Only $269!! Jet there
ANYTIME
for
$269
with
AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let’s Go!
and NY Times). New York-$129
each way! AIRHITCH ® 310-394-

YARD

WANT TO RENT 1 OR 2 BDRM

twenty years.

SALE: Couches; bedroom set;
lamps; water cooler; bookcases;
desks; filing cabinets; tables;
wagon; aquarium supplies; hats;
exercise bike; misc. items. Call

elle) tse nnas

ae

CALENDAR

smnsersi

Noon-8 p.m. in the football
stadium, 445-6870 for
information.
¢ The HSU People’s Music

Conference

information.

«
with Directorsé

Thursday, May
-

Armando

6

¢ The Centrode
Informacion Bilingue y

market and other onactivi
F
ties, 4:30-8 p.m.

Mt

Center, 442-9054 for

fe aturing Claudia Gomez

playing Latin-Brazilean

a

Espinoza, 822-

3215 for information.
°*Adance, featuring

: deldel we
Caballeros
Los. Cabaile

p.m.
8 ng
Norte, beginni

Street in Eureka.
« A seminar on the Free
Trade Agreement with

Jazz, Karumanta’s Andean
music from Bolivia, Peru
and Ecuador, and Jose

at Redwood Acres, 4449054 for information.

Mexi

Guiterrez y Su Apa Latina,
7 p.m. in the Van Duzer

Saturd
ealurday,

t

gove
Representative Sra.

MM
May

§
6

Esther Larios, 9 a.m.vanes ts the Kate
Buchanan Room.
° Activities for chil-

Theatre, 822-3215 for
information.
¢ Latin American Film
Festival, noon-6 p.m.inthe

¢ Cesar Chavez Memorial, featuring an introduction by HSU Professor
Maria Gonzalez, and

Karumanta Jamuyku,

442-9054 for information.

Ovejuna”

featuring music from the

f'yj

dren: a workshop with

Andes, 2-4 p.m. in the

Humboldt Cultural

Wednesday

5

‘

Humboldt Cultural Center,
Mau

7

e The HSU International
Folk Dance Club hosts a
potluck, 7:30-9 p.m. at the

Arcata Presbyterian

¢

Music

Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

¢ The HSU Symphony

information.

performs, 8 p.m. in
Fulkerson Recital Hall, 8263531 for information.
eDr. Ross & The Soul
Twisters, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
Country Fever, 9 p.m. at
the North Coast Inn, 8224861 for information.
e Stone Crazy, 9:30 p.m.

sion in Mauritania, 5 p.m.
in Buck House 97, 8263342 for information.
e Planned Parenthood
holds a group education
session for women inter-

ested in the Norplant and
Depo Provera contracep-

tive methods, 7 p.m. at

2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka, 442-5709 for information.

Music
e Jambay & Barking
Dogma, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.

¢ An original solo acoustic presentation by Jon
Lukas, 8 p.m. in Gist Hall
Theatre, presented by Key
Productions and
CenterArts, 826-3928 for

information.

€t Cetera
¢ The HSU Environmental

Resources Engineering Club
hosts a presentation by
ERE Professor Mike Anderson titled, “Rafting in Chile:
The Rio Bio Bio,” 6 p.m. in
Gist Hall 221.

¢ Students for Choice

hosts a potluck, 5:30 p.m.

students, 2 p.m. on the

in Nelson Hall East 116.

Blues Jam, 9:30 p.m. at

e Returned Peace Corps
volunteers discuss agricultural and forestry exten-

Joaquin” by HSU theater
Arcata Plaza.

Friday

€t Cetera

and “Yo Soy

¢ Mexican Film History

Music

e Stone Crazy hosts the

performances of “Fuente

Church, featuring live

music beginning at 9, 826-

at the Humboldt Brewery,
826-2739 for information.
e Loose Canon, 9 p.m. at
the American Deli, 8222262 for information.

¢ The Roadmasters, 9 p.m.
at Club West, 444-2582 for
information.
e KRFH AM 610
presents a concert
!
featuring Lakota
and

Rumplestilskin,

9 p.m.-

midnight in the Kate
Buchanan Room, 826-6077
for information.

€t Cetera
¢ CCAT presents a roof

framing workshop, 3-6

p.m. at Buck House 97, all
tools and equipment supplied, 826-3551 for information.

¢ CCAT presents a tofu-

making workshop, 4 p.m.
at Buck House 97, 8263551 for information.
e “The Rocky Horror

Picture Show,” featuring
the live cast Carnal Atrocities, midnight at the Arcata
Theatre, 826-5171 for
information.

2242 for information.

Saturday 8

Society club presents
Citizen Fish (ska/punk
band from England), the

¢ The HSU music department presents Vocal Jazz/
Mad River Transit, 8 p.m.
in the Fulkerson Recital
Hall, 826-3531 for information.

¢ CenterArts presents the
Oakland Interfaith Gospel
Choir, 8 p.m. in the Van
Duzer Theatre, 826-3928
for information.

¢ The Celibates, 9:30 p.m.

at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
¢ Recent Future, 9 p.m. at
the North Coast Inn, 8224861 for information.
¢ The Bananas, 9:30 p.m. at
the Humbodit Brewery, 8262739 for information.

e Chowderhead, 9 p.m. at
the American Deli, 8222262 for information.

e Bass in Your Face with
DJ MOO, 9 p.m. at Club
West, 444-2582 for information.
e Earthshine Productions

Humboldt Chorale, 8 p.m.

Society presents a Contra
Dance, featuring New
England-style American folk
dances, 8:30-11:30 p.m. at
the Arcata Veterans Hall,

in the Van Duzer Theatre,
826-3531 for information.

1425 J St., 822-8462 for
information.

€t Cetera

Et Cetera
e
Aworkshop exploring
“The Vision and Practice
of Nonviolent Social
Change,” presented by two
Franciscan brothers from
the Pace e Bene community,

9 a.m.-2 p.m. in the
Goodwin Forum, co-sponsored by the religious
studies department, 8222235 for information.
¢ A reception for the
release of this year's
Toyon, HSU's literary
magazine, with a poetry
reading, refreshments and
Toyons on sale, 3 p.m. in
Goodwin Forum.
¢ “The Rocky Horror
Picture Show,” featuring
the live cast Carnal Atroci-

Room, 822-

eAconcert

cos-

tumes, midnight at the
Arcata Theatre, 826-5171
for information.
e Atalanta's Victory Run
‘93, two-mile and five-mile
run or walk, late registration available, 822-5947 for
information.
¢ The 1993/94 HSU
cheerleader tryouts, no
experience necessary, held
on campus, 826-7639 for
information.
e “All About Abalone,” a
Nature Adventure class for
children at the HSU Natural
History Museum, preregistration required, 8264479 for information.
e A free Red Cross water
safety instruction update,
Noon-4 p.m. in Forbes
Complex 122, 826-4318 for
information.

Sunday,
May 9
Forget—

1220 for information.

Today is
Mother's
Day!

at

ing Strickly Roots,

with Colors, Omele de

Omere and Grafitti,

e
Aworkshop exploring
“The Vision and Practice
of Nonviolent Social
Change,” presented by two
Franciscan brothers from

the Pace e Bene community,
9 a.m.-2 p.m. in the
Goodwin Forum, co-sponsored by the religious
studies department, 8222235 for information.
e The Second Annual
Interfaith Gospel Choir
Prayer Breakfast, with the
Arcata IGC and the Oakland IGC, 8-10 a.m. at the
Arcata Community Center,
Thirteenth and D streets,
826-3928 for information.

¢ Tin Can Poetry from the
Tin Can Mailman has
moved to the American Deli;
readers are Linda Borla
and Laurie Simmons,

beginning at 7:30 p.m.,
822-1307 for information.

Monday 10
Music
¢ The HSU music department
presents a student woodwinds recital, 8 p.m. in the
Fulkerson Recital Hall, 8263531 for information.
¢ Sax & Violins, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.

Et Cetera
e The Northcoast Chapter of
the California Native Plant
Society hosts a talk by
Pamela Kittelson on the
ecology of Humboldt Bay
salt marshes, 8 p.m. at the
Natural History Museum,
1315 G St., Arcata, 8262758 for information.

Tu

Ul

Music
e Three Fisted Lullabye, 9
p.m. at Jambalaya, 8224766 for information.
Key: Within the body of

College of the
Redwoods, featur-

¢ Club Triangle at Club
West for alternative
lifestyles, 9 p.m.-2 a.m.,
444-2582 for information.

Barking Dogma in a benefit

Kate Buchanan

Fulkerson Recital Hall, free

¢ The Humboldt Folklife

Don't

Schools, 8:30 p.m. in the

Recital — 826-3531 for
inf
e The
Us music department presents a student
guitar recital, 8 p.m. in the
admission, 826-3531 for
information.
¢ A perfomance by the

presents Small Fish and
for Students for Choice and
the Inner Council of

p.m. in the Fulkerson

grups, I'm A Gun and The
Shatners, 7 p.m. at the
Manila Community Center.

ties in Renaissance

Music

35

Music
e A matinee performance

by the HSU Symphony, 3

the text,
represents concerts

happening in the
area this week.

36

Wednesday, May 5, 1993

Michelanjelo’s

Enroll in Independent rye

correspondence

courses this summer and fulfill degree, breadth,
or prerequisite requirements.

Choose from more than 100 upper- and lowerdivision undergraduate courses in a wide range
of subjects. Some courses have an electronic
mail option, and selected courses include audio
or video components.
Correspondence study offers flexibility and convenience by allowing you to choose times and
places of study. Enroll at any time and take up
to one year to complete a course.
All courses and instructors are approved by the
Academic Senate at UC Berkeley. Students are
strongly advised to review their course selection
with their campus counselor or department
chair prior to enrolling.

6th & H « Arcata * 822-7602

DOUBLE

For a free Independent Learning catalog of college correspondence courses
—
cal (510) 642-4124.

Or mail this coupon or fax it to (510) 643-8683.
|

Conter for Media and Independent Learning

Gi

-Topping
Pizza
Get repeat for
1/2 price!

se

—_

University of California Extension

;

. . . bringing the University to you

Center for Media and Independent Learning
University of California Extension, Dept. XH, 2223 Fulton Street, Berkeley, CA 94720
Please send the Independent Learning catalog to:

Michelanjelo s
6th & H « Arcata

§22-7602

Expires 5.31.93

To Go orders 45¢ per box.
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e PASTRIES

;

OPEN EVERY DAY

nreeee:

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
,

Sun - Thur: Noon to 11 em

FIND TUBS ceccrcmcares avnusae-

